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ABSTRACT 

Cosmogenic 36Cl accumulated in shells, gravel, and boulders was used to date 

Pleistocene beach ridges deposited on the coastal plain of Pampa Mejillones in northern 

Chile. First, a new method for processing rock samples and making Agel targets for 

analysis of 36CI was developed. Small (1-5 g) carbonate and silicate samples were 

digested in the presence of CI carrier (spike) in a pressure bomb and AMS targets were 

prepared. The results from three replicates of each rock sample were compared to AMS 

results from unspiked samples. The three carbonate and three silicate samples gave 36Cl/ 

CI results that, with one exception, are within one standard deviation from the un spiked 

values. These results demonstrated the feasibility of the new sample preparation 
.... 

technique. 

Preparation of shell material for analysis of 36CI required assessment and removal of 

any seawater Cl taken up by the shell after its deposition. A leaching experiment was 

performed to determine the behavior of CI in shell carbonates. The results show that 36Cl 

is removed during leaching, and suggest that the maximum age is closest to the true 

exposure age of the sample. Chlorine-36 ages on shells from five distinct paleoshorelines 

are 50±2 ky, 126±5 ky, 201±12 ky, 226±1O ky and 258±9 kyo Whereas these ages are 

much younger than the ages previously assigned to these paleobeach sequences, each of 

the 36CI ages corresponds to a sea-level high stand in SPECMAP and other records of 

global sea levels. The results indicate either that 36CI ages underestimate the true 

paleobeach ages, or that the previous chronologies need revisions. 
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Gravel samples were analyzed using surface samples and samples at depth to account 

for inheritance. Results were variable due to large uncertainties in the production rates of 

36CI, caused by the unusually high rock total chlorine content. Three boulder samples 

returned apparent ages of 256± 16 ky, 312±23ky, and 77 6± 102ky. Because nuclide 

inheritance is unconstrained, these ages are maximum limiting ages. 



NOTATION

8180 	((180/160`-'sample 180/160standard)/(
180/160 

standard)) X1000

AMS	 accelerator mass spectrometry

a.s.l.	 above mean sea level (elevation)

Ao	 spike abundance of 35C1

An	 natural abundance of 35 C1

ESR	 electron spin resonance

eV	 electron volts

decay constant for 36C1 = 2.303 x 10-6

ME00-24-s-7 Sample name: Mejillones, year 2000, sample 24, shell, MIS 7

MIS	 marine isotope stage

m/S	 volume of spike solution

Mr	 mass of rock digested in grams

MQ	 18 mega-ohm (MQ) deionized water

AT0 	atoms inherited 36C1 per gram of rock
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N36

NCI

pptS

PTFE

atoms 36C1 per gram of rock

atoms Cl per gram of rock

production rate of 36C1 in atoms g-1 yr-1

concentration of 35C1 in spike in parts per thousand

polytetrafluoroethylene

13

RS	 (atoms radioactive chlorine/atoms stable chlorine) x10-15

or 36C1/Cl x10 -15

RSm	 measured radioactive Cl/stable Cl

SS	 atoms 35C1/atoms 37C1 or stable-to-stable ratio

exposure age in years

U-Th	 uranium-thorium

Wn	 atomic weight of natural chlorine

Wo	 atomic weight of 35C1

XRD	 x-ray diffraction
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1837, at the annual meeting of the Swiss Society of Natural Sciences, Louis

Agassiz presented his first paper on his theory of a great ice age. Transport by Biblical

floodwaters had previously explained "diluvium", the teiiii then applied to glacial

moraines and erratics. Though his revolutionary ideas were not widely accepted until

nearly 1870, by 1841 it was realized that formation of continental ice sheets as large as

those suggested by terrestrial evidence would cause sea level fall by almost 240 m

(Imbrie and Imbrie, 1979). Marine sediment records display extremes in 6 180 variation

on time scales of approximately 100 ky. It is currently accepted that the majority of 5 180

variation in benthic foraminiferal records reflects changes in the volume of ice in

continental ice sheets (Shackleton, 1987). This results from selective removal

(fractionation) of H2 160 from sea water during evaporation. Sequestration of this

"lighter" water in ice sheets results in enrichment of oceanic oxygen isotope composition.

Land records of the periodic sea level variations caused by cyclic climate change are

those of sea level high stands during interglacial periods. These interglacials are

described on a time scale generated by tuning the age/depth curve of geochemical data

from ocean sediments to astronomical variables assumed to control global climate on

long time scales. The "sawtooth" patterns of these geochemical variations are subdivided

into time blocks called Marine Isotope Stages (MIS). Figure 1.1 shows the SPECMAP

(Spectral Mapping Project) record of marine 180 (Imbrie et al., 1984; Martinson et al.,

1987).
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i	 i	 I	 i	 I	 I
50	 100	 150	 200	 250	 300

Time (thousands of years BP)

Figure 1.1: Composite 8180 time scale developed by SPECMAP, adapted from
Martinson et al. (1987). Interglacial periods are shaded.

The relationship between climate boundary conditions and growth of ice sheets is not

precisely defined. By analyzing sea level data in conjunction with climate records, the

relationship between particular climate variables (such as insolation) and climate effects

may be established. Of particular interest are the interglacials of the Middle Pleistocene,

particularly MIS 11, because the climatic conditions and duration are similar to those of

the present interglacial (Burckle, 1993; Howard, 1997; Droxler, 2000). With the social

and economic consequences of climatically forced sea level rise potentially devastating,

and levels of greenhouse gases in the modern atmosphere unprecedented in the

Pleistocene, understanding past sea level oscillation is of paramount importance.

Prior to this study, no absolute dating methods existed for determining calendar ages

of coastal marine landforms older than about 350 ky with uncertainty less than 50%

(Noller et al., 2000, Plate 1). Uranium-thorium (U-Th) dating techniques have been
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successfully applied only to corals, which are geographically limited by tropical habitat

(Gagan et al., 2000). Other dating techniques, such as electron spin resonance (ESR) and

amino acid racemization, are either chronologically limited or not precise enough to

provide the resolution necessary to assign a particular landform to a particular interstadial

(Noller et al., 2000). A more reliable dating technique applicable to the entire Pleistocene

is required.

Development of surface exposure dating using chlorine-36 ( 36C1) produced in situ in

coastal landforms addresses this need. This study applies the 36C1 dating technique to

geologic materials sampled from beach ridges that are prime candidates for Middle

Pleistocene sea level reconstruction studies. These landforms are located on Pampa

Mejillones, near Antofagasta in northern Chile. A discussion of the principles and

uncertainties of the 36C1 method appears in Section 2.

1.1. Geologic and climatic setting of northern Chile

The region known as Norte Grande, from the city of Taltal (25°S) to Arica (18°S)

west of the Andes is characterized by extreme aridity. This area, including the study

region around Antofagasta, receives less than 1 cm y -1 of precipitation (Huber, 1979). In

combination with extreme diurnal temperature variation, this climate creates a barren

landscape in which even cacti are rarely present. The juxtaposition of the most arid

region on Earth and blue waves crashing upon the coast nearby is striking.
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This extreme climate is a result of particular atmospheric, oceanic, and geologic

phenomena. These are the Andes to the east, the presence of the cold Humboldt Current,

and the nearly permanent location of the South Pacific anti-cyclone. The counter-

clockwise anticyclone at 25-35°S and 90-105°W causes persistent seaward airflow and

blocks landward moisture transport. The Humboldt Current originates as a result of

strong coastal upwelling driven by the easterly trade winds, and severely limits

evaporation relative to warmer water (Martinez, 1995). Finally, the presence of two

mountain ranges, the Cordillera da la Costa (Coast Range, with summits from 800 m to

1200 m a.s.1.) and the Andes Cordillera (up to 7000 m), present orographie boundaries for

both coastal fogs and Amazon moisture (Lettau, 1978).

The geology and tectonic activity of the region are typical of an active coastal

subduction zone environment. Figure 1.2 presents a geologic cross section typical of

north central Chile. The area is characterized by a high degree of transform and normal

faulting with continual periodic movement exemplified by the earthquakes of 1960 and

1995. Both of these earthquakes resulted in measurable, lasting coastal uplift. Radtke

(1989) cited the island of Mocha south of the Arauco Peninsula (38.4°S) as an example of
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extreme uplift, on the order of 30 ni in the past 6000 years. The Salar de Atacama is a

typical foredeep basin between the coastal ranges and the predominantly volcanic Andes.

HIGH ANDES

COASTAL RANGE 1 0ENTRAL DEPRESSION 1 PRE ANDEAN PRE ANDEAN PUNA ALTIPLANO

RANGE	 BASINS +VOLCANIC PEAKS

Heavy Rains During the
"Invierno Boliviano"

Figure 1.2: Major geomorphological units of the "Norte Grande" of Chile in geologic cross-section.

Adapted from Ortlieb (1995a).

1.2. Previous work on paleoshorelines

1.2.1. Coastal landforms as recorders of global sea level variations

Coastal features such as marine beaches and terraces have been investigated around

the world for the information they provide about global sea-level history. One of the most

detailed sequences of marine terraces exists at Huon Peninsula, New Guinea, where

continuous tectonic uplift has preserved terraces in the age range from modern to ca. 1

My, although only those between 29 ky and 300 ky have been radiometrically dated

(Chappell et al., 1996a; Yoshida and Brumby, 1999). Periods of stable sea levels resulted

in terrace formation by coral growth. After terrace abandonment due to glacial-period
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sea-level fall, the high regional uplift rate (4 m ky-I in the southeast) allowed the

subsequent interglacial high stands to be recorded, even if the magnitude of sea-level rise

was not as great as the previous interglacial (Esat, 1999). In contrast, tectonically stable

environments, such as passive continental margins, are not suitable for sea-level

investigations due to the lack of "recording" ability.

Corals, abundant in the reef environment of New Guinea, can be reliably dated using

U-series methods if closed system diagenetic conditions are assured (Ku, 2000). U-series

parent and daughter products often differ greatly in solubility characteristics. For

example, soluble uranium is incorporated in coral during growth, and the ratio of parent

to daughter product is related to age. Presence of datable corals and high, stable tectonic

uplift rates have made New Guinea important for studies of absolute sea-level variations.

1.2.2. Marine terraces and beach ridges of the Chilean coast

The western coastal margin of South America is another prime study area for marine

terraces. Uplift of the continental landmass atop the subducting Pacific plate allow for

recording of multiple sea-level high stands. Numerous bays and inlets along the Chilean

coast display beach ridge sequences or distinct terrace-like features. At Coquimbo Bay,

Chile, local terraces were described by Charles Darwin (1846) in his Geological

Observations on South America. He noted five distinct terrace elevations above sea level

(Paskoff, 1995). Radtke (1989) surveyed the Chilean coast in detail from 14°S to 43°S,

dating and analyzing the stratigraphy of marine terraces. Major study locations included
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Mejillones Peninsula (23°S) and Coquimbo Bay - La Serena (29.5°S). His primary dating

techniques were electron spin resonance (ESR) and uranium series (U-Th). The complete

absence of corals in this cold water region dictated that U-Th analysis be performed on

mollusc shells, a material considered as a last resort due to possible diagenetic chemical

alteration (Edwards, 1987; Hsu, 1989). Using a combination of dating and elevational

correlation, Radtke (1989) attempted to correlate terraces and beach ridges along the

entire Chilean coast. Due to strong and locally variable tectonic activity, chronological

division of the terraces via correlation of terrace heights has proved impossible.

Numerical ages were often ESR minima, or U-Th ages tainted by diagenesis, and could

not be used for terrace correlation (Radtke, 1989). Paskoff (1995), Ortlieb (1995a, 1996),

and their collaborators have performed extensive mapping, amino acid and faunal

assemblage stratigraphy, and U-Th dating at Mejillones, Coquimbo, and other areas. This

study continues their analysis, which concluded with a call for a reliable calendar age

chronology.

1.2.3. The sequence of paleobeaches on Mejillones Peninsula

Pampa Mejillones, which hosts a continuous sequence of beach ridges spanning the

Pleistocene, is an ideal location for development of a dating method. These deposits are

located on a large plain dipping seaward, at elevations from 200 m to 10 m, on the north

coast of the peninsula (Fig. 1.3).



Figure 1.3: Mejillones Peninsula, showing three beach ridge sequences and
the chronostratigraphic MIS interpretation for Pampa Mejillones. Adapted
from Ortleib et al. (1995a).

21
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Ortlieb et al. (1995a, 1996) reported a molluscan assemblage characteristic of

warmer, more northerly environments, at elevations above 160 m, and correlated these

beach ridges with MIS 11. Radtke (1989) sampled three terraced sets of beaches near the

northwest corner of Mejillones Peninsula. His geochronological data suggested that the

beach ridges were formed during the last three interglacials, MIS 5, 7 and 9. His results

are shown in Figure 1.4. Clearly not pleased with his attempts at absolute chronology for

the coastal deposits of central and southern Chile, he noted that dating poses a

"formidable problem" for further research on these deposits. He felt confident only with

tenaces dating to the last interglacial (MIS 5e).

35-36m U/Th: 320ka
North	 ESR: >339ka

22-24m U/Th: 154ka
ESR: >225ka
ESR: 187ka

\ 	
..../......."	14-15m

31 m \
9-10m U/Th: 106ka

ESR: 186ka
ESR:121ka

\	 Terrace at El Rincon (20'0545" ), Northwest Mejillones Peninsula

South

100 meters

Figure 1.4: Results of Radtke's (1989) dating at El RincOn, northwest Mejillones Peninsula

Fossiliferous terraces from central Chile, which provided shells for radiometric

dating, did not reveal a MIS 7 terrace. It is possible that uplift rates between the last and

penultimate interglacials were not fast enough to avoid reoccupation of the MIS 7 terrace

during the large sea level rise of MIS 5e (Hsu, 1989). The poorly constrained radiometric

ages (Radtke, 1989) for deposits above the MIS 5e tenace suggest MIS 9 or 11 age. In an
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attempt to resolve this problem, Paskoff (1995) applied aminostratigraphy to deposits at

Coquimbo Bay - La Serena. The bimodal distribution of sample alloleucine/isoleucine

(A/I) ratios on a terrace was interpreted as evidence of reoccupation by subsequent

transgressions (Paskoff, 1995). Attempts to assign absolute ages to the terraces involved

correlation of the amino-zones with a locally calibrated kinetic epimerization model.

Epimerization rates were calculated from several U-Th dated mollusc shells from

California and Chile. None of the age models resulted in a terrace of MIS 7 age identified

at Coquimbo.
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2. COSMOGENIC ISOTOPE SURFACE EXPOSURE DATING

2.1. Introduction

There is an important distinction between dating geologic materials and dating

surfaces. Most isotopic dating methods return the age of the material itself, be it rock,

elastic material, or fossil biogenic deposits. The cosmogenic technique is primarily

concerned with surficial landforms and the timing of their evolution, whether

constructive or erosive. Examples of landforms to which cosmogenic dating has been

applied are moraines (Phillips et al., 1997; Shanahan and Zreda, 2000), glaciofluvial

terraces (Zreda, 1994; Anderson et al., 1996; Repka et al., 1997), paleolake shorelines

(Zreda, 1994; Shanahan and Zreda, 2000), alluvial fans (Bieiman et al., 1995) bedrock

fault scarps (Zreda and Noller, 1998) glacially polished bedrock (Briner and Swanson,

1999), volcanic deposits and lava flows (Zreda et al., 1993) and sand dunes (Moysey et

al., 2000). Most of these features are constructed of older materials. Exposed extrusive

lava flows are a rare example where landform age equals the age of the material. A

particular strength of the cosmogenic technique is the diversity of landforms and

materials to which it can be applied.

2.2. Principles of cosmogenic dating

In contrast to other surface exposure dating methods, such as lichenometry and rock-

varnish dating, which measure accumulation of organic material on the surface, the
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cosmogenic methods take advantage of the physical modification of rocks exposed to

cosmic rays. This modification takes place under bombardment by cosmic-ray particles at

quantifiable rates. Simple equations relate production rate to measured cosmogenic

isotope concentrations in the sample, allowing calculation of exposure time. Of the 6

cosmogenic nuclides in common use (Table 1), each is applicable to investigations in

different geologic environments and on different time scales. Two or more isotopes used

on the same sample can often resolve complex exposure history of the landform (Lal,

1991).

Table 2.1: Commonly-used in-situ cosmogenic nuclides. Half-lives from Zreda et aL (1994).

Nuclide Half life Target elements Target minerals

Helium-3 stable 0, Mg, Si, Ca, Fe, Al olivine, pyroxene, hornblende, garnet

Neon-21 stable Mg, Na, Al, Fe, Si, 0 quartz, olivine, garnet, plagioclase

Beryllium-10 1.5 My 0, Si, Li, Be, B, C quartz, olivine, plagioclase

Aluminum-26 705 ky Si, Na quartz

Chlorine-36 301 ky Ca, K, Cl whole rock (must contain a target element)

Carbon-14 5730 y 0, Si, N, B quartz

The most complicated and variable factor in studies involving cosmogenic nuclides is

the production rate. Production rates vary spatially (with elevation, latitude, and depth),

and temporally. There are also losses of these products from the exposed geologic

material. Quantification of production and losses make up the bulk of dating calculations.

The key factors related to production and accumulation of cosmogenic nuclides are: (1)

elevation and latitude dependence of production rates; (2) temporal variability of

production rates due to variable magnetic field intensity; (3) shielding, (the attenuation of
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otherwise productive cosmic rays by overlying snow, ice, sand, etc., or nearby

topography) (4) and erosion (the removal of surface target material, affecting measured

cosmogenic inventory). Prior exposure, radiogenic production, and inheritance further

complicate the calculation of exposure age.

2.2.1. Cosmic radiation and 36C1 production mechanisms

The cosmic radiation consists mainly of protons (hydrogen nuclei), alpha particles

(helium nuclei) and heavier particles, such as iron nuclei. These energetic particles

interact strongly with atmospheric nuclei (Zeigler, 1996) and produce nuclear

disintegration cascades that, at low altitudes, are dominated by neutrons (Lal and Peters,

1967). These "secondary" neutrons are defined by their kinetic energy level, detei mining

the types of nuclear reactions they can effect. Neutrons react in the atmosphere and the

lithosphere until their energy levels drop to epithermal and thermal ranges, on the order

of electron volts (eV).

Distribution of epithermal and thermal neutrons can be described by diffusion

equations, with flow from areas of high to low neutron concentration (Phillips et al.,

2001). This characteristic is important for production of certain cosmogenic isotopes, as it

deviates from production by higher-energy neutrons travelling along straight paths.

Another type of particle, muons, are small and weakly interactive. This property allows

them to penetrate deeply in geological materials.
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The two primary nuclear reactions forming 36C1 are spallation and thermal neutron

activation. In spallation, a high-energy neutron impacts an atom of target element (Figure

2.1). The collision spalls off protons and neutrons, creating lighter elements whose

atomic masses can be either close to or significantly lighter than the target element. The

high-energy neutron flux responsible for spallogenic production decreases roughly

exponentially with depth in any absorbing medium.

Figure 2.1: Photograph of spallation event in an
electron sensitive emulsion after Rossi, 1952.
Incident fast neutron is represented by vertical
arrow.
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As most rocks contain some Cl, production by thermal neutron activation of 35C1 is

responsible for the applicability of 36C1 to diverse geologic materials. Thermal neutron

flux is distributed according to a combination of typical exponential concentration

decrease with depth and upward diffusive losses to the atmosphere. This causes the

thermal neutron flux and associated 36C1 production rate to increase with depth to

approximately 50 g cm-2 . Units of g cm-2 are used to describe processes which depend on

cumulative mass traversed, such as attenuation of cosmic rays in an absorbing medium.

These units allow convenient description of physical processes that occur in materials of

widely varying density (Zeigler, 1996). Fig. 5.1 (in Chapter 5: pg. 80) illustrates the

relative contributions of spallation, epithermal, and thermal neutron production of 36C1

with depth for a Mejillones boulder sample.

Production by muons accounts for nearly all 36C1 buildup at depths below a few

meters. Production may occur by direct negative muon capture by 40Ca, or by 35Cl

absorbing thermal neutrons produced by interaction of muons with other particles.

2.2.2. Factors affecting cosmogenic production rates in terrestrial materials

Production rates of all cosmogenic nuclides vary spatially and temporally. Spatially,

geomagnetic field strength and atmospheric depth (altitude) are primary modulators of

neutron flux at the surface of the Earth. The shape of the Earth's magnetic field

approximates a dipole magnet (McElhinny, 2000). Lines of magnetic force are arranged

perpendicular to the Earth's surface near the poles, and roughly parallel at lower latitudes.
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Deflection of particles by magnetic fields is stronger when they are incident

perpendicular to the lines of force. This results in neutron flux increasing with higher

geomagnetic latitude. At sea level and 60°N, neutron flux is more than double that at the

equator (Lai, 1991). The attenuation (reduction in energy) of neutrons in the atmosphere

is proportional to the thickness of atmosphere traversed, so production rates are higher at

altitude than at sea level. The scaling formulations applied in this study are the third order

polynomial elevation and latitude scaling functions developed by Lal (1991).

Temporal variation in production rates is a result of variable geomagnetic field

strength. This effect may be quantified by integrating the cosmogenic 1°Be flux variation

measured in sediment and ice cores. For samples older than 50 ky, integrated

geomagnetic field strength remains roughly constant (Zreda and Phillips, 2000) at ca. 0.6

of the modern field intensity.

The physical properties of the target material exert control over production rates. The

bulk density of the target material influences the rate at which exponential decrease in

high energy neutron flux with depth occurs. Water is a strong absorber of thermal

neutrons (Phillips et al., 2001). For rock samples which derive a significant portion of

36C1 production to thermal neutrons, an accurate estimate of water content over the

samples exposure history is essential.

Landforms to be dated may have their surfaces shielded from cosmic radiation by

topography, seasonal snow cover, or aeolian deposits. Topographic shielding can be
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calculated by measuring a series of horizon angles from the sample site and calculating a

shielding factor. Snow shielding is more difficult to estimate, requiring estimates of

snow-water equivalent, average annual depth, and duration. Locations at equatorial

latitudes and low elevations, including this study area, are clearly not subject to snow

shielding. Mantling of a landform by aeolian deposits or snow cover may result in an

overestimation or underestimation of landform age due to the particular behavior of

thermal neutrons with depth in a landform. This effect is discussed in detail below.

Thermal neutron production can result from decay of naturally occurring radioactive

elements in rocks (Stone, 1998). The magnitude of the contribution to total 36C1

production can be estimated by measuring concentrations of U and Th (Fabryka-Martin,

1988).

2.2.3. Factors affecting nuclide concentrations and resetting of the dating "clock"

Erosion of the landform surface removes cosmogenic nuclides from produced

inventory. For spallogenic nuclides (all except 36C1), erosion will result in

underestimation of true landform age, as nuclide concentration decreases exponentially

with depth from a maximum at the surface. For 36C1, the thermal neutron production

maximum is located at depth, and surface erosion may result in either overestimation or

underestimation of landform age, depending on the erosion rate. Field strategies to avoid

eroded surfaces include (1) identifying surface structures, such as glacial polish or

slickensides, that indicate negligible erosion of rock surfaces since the last glaciation or
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fault movement; (2) choosing resistant lithology; or (3) dating features, such as

paleobeaches, which are preserved only under low erosion conditions.

It is possible that a landform may be constructed of geologic materials that have

already accumulated a substantial cosmogenic nuclide inventory (inheritance).

Fortunately, Earth surface processes that produce landforms of interest usually involve

significant erosion, whether in the quarrying of source material, or the direct stripping of

bedrock. If nuclide concentrations in landform material at the time of formation cannot be

constrained, the calculated cosmogenic age will be a maximum limiting landform age.

One method of constraining inheritance and landform age simultaneously involves taking

samples at the surface of a landform and samples at depth (Anderson and Repka, 1996).

The two isotope buildup equations can be solved for the two unknowns, landform age

and inheritance. Another, simpler method is to take a sample at a depth where

cosmogenic production is negligible (usually within 5 m), then subtracting the measured

age of this depth sample from the age of the surface sample. A critical assumption with

this method, and with other surface-depth sampling strategies, is that inheritance is equal

throughout the landform. For landforms composed of gravel or boulders, the exposure

history of individual clasts may vary considerably. Amalgamated samples consisting of at

least 20 clasts are taken to average out this effect.

Production rates for individual samples, calculated after neutron fluxes have been

estimated with regard to the above modifiers, depends on sample chemistry. For 36Cl, the

most important target elements are potassium, calcium, and chlorine.
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For this study, production rates were calculated using the Excel spreadsheet CHLOE

(Phillips and Plummer, 1996). The program uses the elevation and latitude scaling

coefficients of Lal (1991), the thermal neutron production models of Liu et al. (1994) and

Phillips et al. (2001), and muon production parameters of Stone (1998) for calculation of

production rates.
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3. EXTRACTION OF CL FROM ROCKS USING A PRESSURE BOMB

3.1. Introduction

Extraction of cosmogenic 36C1 from silicate and carbonate rocks begins with

hydrofluoric (HF) or nitric (HNO3) acid digestion. Silver chloride (AgC1) is precipitated

from solution and chemically purified for AMS analysis. Most rocks at the surface of the

Earth have values of radioactive-to-stable ratio 36C1/C1 (RS) in the range 10-10000. With

an AMS detection limit of RS=1, measurement of natural RS is easily accomplished. Due

to low relative abundance of 36C1, the Cl yield from the rock is dominated by the stable

Cl naturally occurring in the rock. Chlorine concentrations vary widely in rocks, from

less than 5 ppm to ca. 10000 ppm. Extraction of a usable amount of chlorine for AMS

from rocks low in total Cl (<50 ppm) requires digestion of large amounts of sample, or

addition of a Cl spike. RS measured with spike is converted to the equivalent original

rock ratio using the known spike composition and the measured stable-to-stable ratio

35C1/37C1 (SS).

In addition to greatly reducing the amount of sample required for analysis (to 1 g in

some cases), addition of spike allows the Cl concentration of the rock to be calculated

directly from AMS measured ratios using mass balance. The commonly applied

technique for total Cl determination is by diffusion cells and ion-specific electrode

(Aruscavage and Campbell, 1983). This technique provides precise measurements, but is

labor-intensive, especially at low Cl concentrations, and is not easily adapted for
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carbonate samples. Elimination of this procedure is desirable enough that spiking is

attractive even when total Cl is high or large quantities of rock are available.

The primary objectives of the pressure bomb experiments are:

(1) To establish that original rock RS obtained from small spiked rock samples is

comparable in both actual value and analytical error to RS from unspiked samples.

(2) To compare the analytical errors in Cl concentration calculated from measured SS

with those measured using the ion-specific electrode method.

(3) To identify trends in percent difference between measured RS in unspiked

samples and calculated RS in spiked samples.

(4) To determine the sensitivity of exposure age calculations to errors in the spike

composition (SS).

During unspiked open vessel rock digestion, losses of chlorine by entrainment in gas

or vapor reaction by-products likely occurs with negligible isotopic fractionation,

preserving the RS ratio necessary for calculation of exposure age. This is assumed given

the increasing resistance to fractionation with greater atomic mass. Digestion losses for

unspiked samples therefore affect only the final AgC1 yield. When a sample is spiked,

however, it is critical that no losses occur of either rock or spike Cl. Under open system

digestion conditions, losses of either rock or spike Cl are expected, depending on whether

spike is added at the beginning or upon completion of rock digestion. Addition of spike at
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the beginning of digestion exposes proportionally more spike Cl to the reaction system as

rock Cl is gradually liberated. Addition of spike upon completion of digestion favors

losses of rock Cl, as the spike Cl is not at all exposed to the reaction system. In both cases

it is impossible to quantify losses of either rock or spike Cl. As carbonate samples

produce the largest volumes of gas relative to sample size, losses are assumed to be more

serious in open system digestion of carbonates than for silicates. For both rock types,

chlorine is easily volatilized from acidic, oxidizing solutions, and out of proportion losses

of either rock or spike Cl is to be expected during open system digestion. Digestion under

closed system conditions allows liquid and gas phases to come to a more thorough

isotopic equilibrium before releasing non-condensable gases such as CO2 .

A large-capacity, high-pressure acid digestion bomb, such as Parr Instrument

Company Model 4748 (Fig. 3.1), is suitable for extraction of Cl from geological

materials. The 125 ml PTFE (Teflon) sample cup allows digestion of up to 5 g of

inorganic material using mineral acids. A stainless steel case and threaded bronze cap

withstand pressures up to 13.1 MPa (1900 psi) at temperatures up to 140°C, high enough

to speed chemical reactions considerably. For example, complete digestion of 2 g of
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silicate rock can be achieved in 2 hours at 130°C, compared with 72 hours at 90°C for

open vessel digestion.

Threaded bronze cap

Inconel rupture disc

PTFE sample cup cap

Stainless steel body

125m1 digestion chamber

PTFE sample cup

Figure 3.1: Parr model 4748 large capacity acid
digestion bomb. Figure courtesy of Parr Instrument
Company.

3.2. Experimental design and methods

Two rock samples, a limestone and a granite previously digested without spike under

open system conditions were selected for a bomb digestion feasibility experiment. For

each rock type, three AMS samples were created by using varying combinations of

sample and spike mass.

The selected carbonate rock was an ideal candidate for this investigation. It has a low

total Cl (20 ppm by diffusion cell estimate), and a high RS of 7550±150. A sample such

as this would most likely be spiked for analysis, given the low potential yield of Cl per

gram of rock digested, and the difficulty in measuring low total Cl in carbonates with
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diffusion cells. The high rock RS allowed considerable freedom in the amount of spike

added while remaining within AMS ratio limits. The silicate sample has a high total Cl of

379 ppm (by diffusion cell estimate), and a high RS of 4030±90. This sample was chosen

for both high total Cl and high RS, allowing experimentation with much higher spike/

sample mass ratios than with the carbonate sample.

Commercially-produced spike material for this experiment is stable NaCl with SS of

293. When spiking samples, care must be taken that sample RS is not reduced to levels

where precision of AMS measurements is compromised. A mass balance spreadsheet is

helpful in calculating RS and SS ratio changes as spike is added to a sample, while

estimates of original rock RS are made using CHLOE (Phillips and Plummer, 1996).

Ratios in the final sample must be tailored to achieve a balance between sample size and

AMS ratio constraints. Ratio constraints at Purdue Rare Isotope Measurement Laboratory

(PRIME Lab) for optimum precision are:

• 10 < SS <40 Addition of spike increases this ratio from the natural ratio of 3.12.

PRIME lab measures SS down to the natural ratio 3.12, though precision is increased

above SS = 10.

• RS >100 The precision of AMS measurement increases with RS. The detection limit

at PRIME lab is reported as RS = 1.

• Minimum sample size is 2 mg AgCl. An ideal target yield from digestion is 10 mg

AgCl. This ensures that sufficient sample mass will remain after purification and

rinsing.
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For low total-chlorine rock samples, addition of spike with SS = 293 may cause the

sample SS to approach its AMS limit well before the RS limit. To circumvent the SS

constraint, a combination of natural SS ratio (3.12) spike solution and 35C1-enriched (SS

= 293) spike may be used. Rock total Cl and original rock RS may be back-calculated

using combination spike just as with 35C1-enriched spike, using calculated Cl

concentration (ppm) and SS ratio of the custom combined spike solutions. Custom

chlorine spike compositions were not required for this investigation due to high rock RS,

though it has proven useful for processing of young (-2 ka) carbonate samples.

3.3. Results

Table 3.1 and 3.2 show results of the carbonate and silicate spike experiments,

respectively. Four analyses were performed on the data for each rock type. (1) Expected

ratios calculated using a mass-balance spreadsheet were compared to measured sample

ratios. (2) Back-calculated rock total Cl was compared with diffusion cell total Cl. (3)

Back-calculated rock RS was compared with previously measured, unspiked RS. (4)

Exposure age calculated using spike sample data was compared to unspiked sample

exposure age.



Experiment 1: 5g sample, 8mg-251ppm spike (SS=35.29) (RS=569) yield 5.34 mg AgCI
Experiment 2: 5g sample, 4mg-251ppm spike (SS=22.29) (RS=1060) yield 2.87 mg AgCI

Experiment 3: 5g sample, 2mg-251ppm spike (SS=13.75) (RS=1854) yield 1.65 mg AgCI

Run once

Run twice

Run thrice
Total Cl for sample HL96-34 by diffusion cell=20 ppm
Exposure age for HL96-34 using avg. back-calc. Cl 14.03 ppm=12.82 ky
Bomb digestions for each experiment were combined, creating three samples.

Table 3.1: Carbonate spiked sample data and comparison with previously measured
unspiked sample values

Experimental design

Sample digestion data

Sample experiment #,

run #

sample mass

digested (g)

spike ppm

NaCI

spike

added (ml)
HL96-34 3,1 5.00 250.863 2.02
HL96-34 3,2 5.00 250.863 2.02
HL96-34 3,3 5.00 250.863 2.00
HL96-34 2,1 5.00 250.863 4.00
HL96-34 2,2 5.00 250.863 4.00
HL96-34 1,1 5.00 250.863 7.99

Comparison of expected sample ratios to measured sample ratios

Exp. # sample

wt. (g)

spike

added (ml)

calculated

SS

measured

SS

calculated

RS

measured

RS

1

2

3

	

5.00	 7.99

	

10.00	 8.00

	

15.00	 6.04

	

44.92	 62.00

	

25.67	 33.94

	

14.92	 20.03

580	 376

1076	 831

1874	 1433

Total Cl analytical error

Exp. # total CI (ppm)

back-calc

analytical

error (ppm)

analytical

error %

1 13.44 0.20 1.47

2 14.57 0.27 1.85

3 14.08 0.22 1.54

AS analytical error and %difference between unspiked RS measurement and back-calculation

Exp. # rock RS

unspiked

Monte Carlo

back-calc. RS

analytical

error on RS

analytical

error %

difference
%

1 7550 7214 352 4.88 -4.45

2 7550 7814 378 4.84 3.50

3 7550 7700 297 3.85 1.99

Exposure age analytical error and %difference between spiked and unspiked sample ages

Exp. # CHLOE age

(kY)

analytical

error (ky)

analytical

error %

difference between

spiked and unspiked age %
1

2

3

11.74

13.76

13.12

0.60

0.69

0.52

5.11

5.03

4.00

-8.42

7.33

2.34

39
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Table 3.2: Silicate spiked sample data and comparison with previously measured unspiked
sample values

Experimental design

Experiment 1: 2g sample, 10mg -250ppm spike (SS=11) (RS=1345) yield 9.30mg
Experiment 2: 2g sample, 20mg -250ppm spike (SS=18) (RS=810) yield 15.74mg
Experiment 3: 1g sample, 20mg -250ppm spike (SS=33) (RS=450) yield 13.94mg
Total Cl for sample CI-196-6 by diffusion cell=374±19 ppm.
Exposure age for CH96-6=232±7.1 ky (3.1% error) 

Sample digestion data

Sample experiment

#

sample mass

digested (g)

spike ppm

NaCI

spike

added (ml)
CH96-6-A2F 1	 2.00	 250.000	 10.10
CH96-6-A2F 2	 2.01	 250.000	 20.54
CH96-6-A2F 3	 1.00	 246.213	 20.45

Comparison of expected sample ratios to measured sample ratios

Exp. # calculated

SS

measured

SS

difference
%

calculated

RS

measured

RS

difference
%

1 11.24	 11.40	 1.42 1318	 1230	 -6.68
2 19.16	 19.05	 -0.57 778	 781	 0.39
3 33.12	 29.60	 -10.63 436	 436	 0.00

Total Cl analytical error and %difference between diffusion cell and back-calculated total Cl

Exp. # total cl

(d-cell)

total CI (ppm)

back-calc

analytical

error (ppm)

analytical

error %

difference

%
1 373.9 367.2 27.70 7.54 -1.78

2 373.9 376.4 6.54 1.74 0.66
3 373.9 428.2 13.64 3.19 14.51

AS analytical error and `A difference between unspiked AS measurement and back-calculation

Exp. # rock RS

unspiked

Monte Carlo

back-calc. RS

analytical

error on RS

analytical

error %

difference
%

1 4030 3811 268 7.04 -5.44

2 4030 4021 122 3.03 -0.23

3 4030 3563 196 5.51 -11.59

Exposure age analytical error and %difference between spiked and unspiked sample ages

Exp.# CHLOE

Age (ky)

analytical

error (ky)

analytical

error %

% difference between

spiked and unspiked age

1

2

3

212.7

231.5

213.5

19.90

13.60

15.80

9.36

5.87

7.40

-8.38

-0.28

-8.03
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3.4. Discussion

3.4.1. Carbonate spike experiment

Upon back-calculation of total Cl and RS from measured values, it became clear that

the original diffusion cell total Cl estimate was seriously overestimating total Cl. The

expected ratio calculations were performed with total Cl of 20 ppm. Using this value,

none of the measured ratios were at all comparable to calculated ratios. Though the ratio

requirements of the AMS facility at Purdue stipulate SS <40, sample Exp. 1 returned SS

of 62.

Analytical error in calculated total Cl is less than 2% for all three samples, compared

to the 5% typically returned for carbonate samples by the ion-specific electrode method.

This result alone suggests that errors of exposure ages of carbonate samples can be

reduced utilizing bomb digestion, relative to unspiked sample preparation.

Percent difference between original rock RS and spiked sample back-calculated rock

RS increases when the spike/sample mass ratio increases. The largest percent difference

is for carbonate Exp. 1, with -4.45% difference between original measured RS of 7550

and the back-calculated RS of 7214. This trend is also noticeable in comparisons of

spiked/unspiked sample age. Due to the inaccuracy of the diffusion cell total Cl

measurement for this sample, ages were calculated using an average back-calculated total

Cl and unspiked RS measurement. This allows comparisons of the age variability

between spiked and unspiked samples for both carbonate and silicate spike experiments.
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3.4.2. Silicate spike experiment

The generally excellent agreement between calculated/measured SS and calculated/

measured RS shows that diffusion cell total Cl measurement is accurate for this silicate

sample, as expected. Of the six separate measurements (three values of SS and three of

RS), two greatly differ from the expected values. Percent difference in calculated and

measured RS for Exp. 1 is -6.68%, while there is 0.39% difference and 0.00% difference

for Exp. 2 and Exp. 3, respectively. The excellent (within 1.5%) agreement between

calculated and measured SS in Exp. 1 does not support an argument of sample

contamination during preparation, as both SS and RS would be affected. AMS

measurement error is the most likely culprit. In a similar fashion, apparently unrelated to

the RS measurement, there is a -10.63% difference between calculated and measured SS

for Exp. 3. This is particularly unfortunate, as back-calculated total Cl and back-

calculated RS are highly dependent on SS. While the -6.68% difference between

calculated and measured RS for Exp. 1 is high, there is only a -5.44% difference between

spiked back-calculated and unspiked RS for that sample, an acceptable result. The

-10.63% difference between calculated and measured SS in Exp. 3 is primarily

responsible for the extreme -11.59% difference between spiked back-calculated and

unspiked RS. This experiment, then, while complicated by two aberrant measurements,

reveals the relative importance of accuracy in SS vs. RS measurement.

No trend appears in percentage difference between spiked and unspiked sample ages

or analytical error as the amount of spike added relative to sample mass increases. This is
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a different result than was obtained from the carbonate experiment, which did display

such a trend. It is possible that the poor RS measurement for silicate Exp. 1 and poor SS

measurement for silicate Exp. 3 have obscured such a trend for the silicate spike

experiment.

AMS analytical error was generally much higher for the silicate spike experiment

than for the carbonate spike experiment (AMS data in Appendix E.9). Propagation of this

error resulted in a high analytical error for calculated total Cl, RS, and sample age. For

one sample, Exp. 2, analytical errors were low. It is this sample for which total Cl, RS,

and sample ages agree best with unspiked sample values (within 1% for all

measurements).

The carbonate and silicate spike experiments resulted in replication of the unspiked

sample ages within 8.5%, with an average difference of 6.0% for the 6 sample

comparisons. Total analytical error on sample age ranged from 4.0% to 9.4%, and is

highly sensitive to AMS uncertainty.

3.4.3. Sensitivity of sample exposure age to error in spike solution ratio SS

The commercial supplier of enriched stable isotopes from which our 35C1 spike

material was obtained guaranteed >99% 35 C1 in the supplied NaCl. Individual lot isotopic

analysis by the supplier determined the spike SS = 293, which was used for all

calculations in the bomb digestion experiment detailed above, though no error estimates

were provided on the manufacturer's determination of spike composition. A sensitivity
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analysis was performed in which sample exposure ages were calculated using a range of

spike compositions (SS), simulating the possibility of error in the supplier's isotopic

analysis. Three sets of total Cl, RS, and exposure ages were calculated for both carbonate

and silicate samples using three different spike SS ratios, including that supplied by the

spike vendor (293). Results appear in Table 3.3

Table 3.3: Results of age vs. spike composition (SS) sensitivity analysis

Carbonate sample Calculated values Assumed SS = 187 Assumed SS = 293 Assumed SS = 403

Exp. 1 Cl (ppm) 11.31 13.44 14.36

RS 8458 7214 6742

Age (ka) 10.92 10.95 10.97

Exp. 2 CI (ppm) 13.35 14.57 14.97

RS 8395 7814 7579

Age (ka) 12.76 12.83 12.87

Exp. 3 Cl (ppm) 13.37 14.08 14.26

RS 7999 7700 7588

Age (ka) 12.17 12.25 12.28

Silicate sample Calculated values Assumed SS = 187 Assumed SS = 293 Assumed SS = 403

Exp. 1 Cl (ppm) 356.3 367.25 369.7

RS 3877 3811 3780

Age (ka) 214.3 212.7 211.9

Exp. 2 Cl (ppm) 358.4 376.37 318.3

RS 4161 4021 3958

Age (ka) 236 231.5 229.3

Exp. 3 Cl (ppm) 399.8 428.16 441.4

RS 3783 3563 3468

Age (ka) 222.2 213.5 209.6

Within the chosen range of spike compositions (SS), age variation from that

calculated with spike SS = 293 is less than 4% for all samples, with most ages within 2%.

Variation in back-calculated total Cl and RS, however, is large between spike

compositions. If spike composition is uncertain, it is therefore necessary to use both
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back-calculated values in calculations of exposure age, rather than, for example, back-

calculated RS and diffusion cell total Cl. The insensitivity (well within analytical error)

of exposure age through the calculated range of spike composition (SS) builds confidence

in the accuracy of calculated ages.

3.5. Conclusions

Independent of RS and sample age, and excepting silicate Exp. 1, analytical error on

total Cl determination by back-calculation is much lower than that associated with

diffusion cell measurement. This advantage is especially important for carbonate

samples, where accuracy of diffusion cell measurement is more of a concern than

precision.

Analytical error on back-calculated rock RS is highly sensitive to SS analytical error

in addition to RS error. This makes ages calculated from spiked samples subject to two

AMS analytical errors, whereas unspiked age dating relies on only one AMS

measurement (RS). It is often possible to reduce diffusion cell total Cl error by taking

more measurements and calculating a weighted average. This may compensate for a

higher than expected AMS RS error.

If the trend of higher analytical error on RS and age with increasing spike/sample

mass for carbonate samples is real, it may result from a systematic error in calculations or

an unidentified Cl loss mechanism. It was an objective of this study to identify such a

trend, if any existed, and spike/sample mass was pushed far higher for this experiment
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relative to investigative samples. Unfortunately, poor precision returned for the silicate

spike experiment precludes the recommendation of limits to spike/sample mass. The

reasonable course of action considering the suggestive but inconsistent data is to add only

as much spike during digestion as is necessary to produce a sample of sufficient size for

AMS analysis (-2 mg).

The spike composition sensitivity analysis suggests that if the isotopic composition

(SS) of spike material is not well known, it is still possible to use spike for sample

processing and calculate accurate exposure ages. Both back-calculated total Cl and back-

calculated RS must be used for calculation of exposure age in this case. As the

calculations were performed with only two rock types, this conclusion cannot be applied

for rock samples of more extreme chemistry, such as total Cl > 500 ppm. The large

variation in chemistry and age between the carbonate and silicate samples, however,

strengthens the argument for insensitivity.

In the absence of anomalous AMS error, spiking and back-calculation of original rock

RS and total Cl results in accurate and potentially highly precise determinations of

sample exposure age. Combined with the relative procedural ease with which bomb

digestion may be applied, it appears an attractive technique.

3.6. Recommendations for further work with closed-system acid digestion

Experimental determination of loss mechanisms would provide an opportunity to

address the issue from a chemical perspective, rather than the physical methods (closed-
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system) described here. By quantifying under what conditions chlorine is lost from

digestion solutions, extraction procedures could be optimized. It would be useful to

conduct identical spiked digestions under both closed and open system conditions.

Additional research to determine the optimum relationship between spike/sample mass

for minimum error would further advance the rock digestion procedure.
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4. 36 J DATING OF MARINE SHELLS

4.1. Introduction

Applications of 36C1 dating require leaching the bulk sample material in either dilute

acid or deionized water to remove atmospheric Cl. If the sample acted as a chemically

open system throughout its exposure history, leaching or absorbing environmental

chlorine, accurate age determination would be impossible due to the resultant variation in

RS and 36C1 production rate. Both carbonate and silicate rocks appear to demonstrate

excellent closed-system behavior and retention of 36C1 (Marek Zreda, 2000, personal

communication). Leaching the ground rock sample in 5% HNO 3 or deionized water for

24 hours removes all chlorine not initially resident. Dating geologic materials other than

solid rocks raises questions as to the behavior of chlorine throughout the material's

exposure history. For example, shell material is often intricately layered, with mineral

structure greatly different from rocks. This issue is the focus of the following experiments

applying cosmogenic dating to shells.

4.2. Why shells?

Unlike many rock-based landforms, which usually contain older materials, features

containing shells of epifaunal molluscs are often created with material contemporary with

the landform. A major advantage of this landforms is that inherited 36C1 is negligible at

geologic time scales.
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Mollusc shells are particularly suitable for dating beach ridges. First, shells are

present worldwide in a variety of coastal landforms. Even beaches made of well sorted

clasts often include shell material. In contrast to molluscs, corals, another biogenic

carbonate commonly used to date coastal features, are not present outside of specific

tropical environments. Second, although reworking and redeposition of mollusc shells

may occur, this process is almost always evidenced by erosion and rounding of the shell

surface or margins (Brett, 1990), whereas corals may not display signs of reworking.

Third, beach layers may be too thin to collect gravel samples at depth, which is necessary

to constrain inheritance. Only samples without inherited 36C1 are applicable for dating

thin beach layers. If post-depositional Cl intake by mollusc shells could be constrained,

shells would provide ideal material for dating of coastal features with 36C1, as many

coastal processes, such as sea level changes and tectonic movements, operate on long

time scales.

4.3. Effect of alteration of shell carbonates on production and retention of
36a

All geologic materials weather upon exposure to the environment. Resistant materials

weather primarily by dissolution, granular disintegration, or cleavage/spalling. This alters

apparent surface exposure history and affects the cosmogenic inventory of the rock.

Several methods to account for erosion have been proposed in the last decade (Lal, 1991;

Zreda et al., 1994; Shanahan and Zreda, 2000). Mineral grains of most rocks are compact

enough for in-situ produced 36C1 to remain in place; there is no significant loss or gain of
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Cl. However, with no previous research on cosmogenic dating of marine biogenic

carbonates, this condition was not assured for mollusc shells.

Unaltered shell carbonate is composed of calcite, aragonite, or a combination of the

two, and various organic pigments. The mineral composition depends on the species and

environment (Tucker, 1990). Most shells, including monomineral specimens, are finely

layered. Chlorine from seawater may be present between the layers or as fluid inclusions

within the crystal structure. This has several implications for dating with 36C1. Seawater

Cl taken up by shells after landform formation affects the 3601C1 (RS) used in dating

calculations by increasing total chlorine. As total Cl concentrations are used to calculate

production rates, inconsistency between these rates and measured 36C1 inventory will lead

to dating errors. For example, a shell originally containing 50 ppm of Cl formed 120 ky

ago accumulates 36C1 by the combination of spallation on 40Ca and thermal neutron

activation of 35C1. If seawater Cl migrates between shell layers, RS would be lowered.

Production rates calculated using the new, higher level of total Cl would be much higher

than those actually realized before Cl deposition. Calculated exposure age, then, would

be underestimated. Efforts were made in this investigation to assess the possibility of sea-

water chlorine deposition after shell formation.

4.4. Experimental design and methods

Though nearly all shell samples taken from below the surface appeared in excellent

condition, surface samples displayed evidence of weathering. Dissolution and re-
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deposition of carbonate minerals may have occurred at any time since deposition,

incorporating seawater Cl in the shell. X-ray diffraction and petrographic thin section

analyses were performed to assess the degree of diagenetic re-crystallization. To address

the question of Cl deposition between carbonate layers since shell formation, a leaching

experiment was performed.

4.4.1. Evidence against diagenetic re-crystallization

It is critical for accurate dating that no diagenetic re-crystallization occur of shell

carbonate. Re-crystallization is the only mechanism identified that could make post-

depositional interlayer chlorine a permanent, non-leachable part of the sample.

To identify the mineral composition of various mollusc shells in our collection, 31

individual shells of 13 different species were identified and analyzed using x-ray

diffraction (XRD). A high-speed cutting disk was used to remove a small section

perpendicular to the long axis of the shell, to ensure all layers present were sampled.

Relative abundance of calcite and aragonite was calculated from relative peak height and

published theoretical diffraction intensity values (Downs et al., 1993; Robert Downs,

2000, personal communication). Peaks diagnostic of calcite and aragonite are observed

during XRD scans from 20 angles of 25° to 30°. Figure 4.1 shows calcite and aragonite

peaks converted to relative abundance.
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Figure 4.1: Example x-ray diffraction scans of shell
samples of mixed species, including calculation of
mineral relative abundance given the main peak height
and 2.09 times greater detector response for main
calcite peak vs. main aragonite peak.

Scallops, such as Argopecten purpuratus, the most common sample species, have

shells composed of low-Mg calcite (Tucker, 1990). Appendix E.1 shows the carbonate

mineralogy of common marine organisms. The task of determining degree of diagenetic

alteration would be easier with aragonite shells. Aragonite is converted to calcite over
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time because calcite is a thermodynamically preferred atomic arrangement. It would then

be possible to determine the degree of re-crystallization by XRD. Appendix E.2 indicates

that A. purpuratus is 100% calcite (including modern Argopecten). Most Gastropods

sampled were macroscopically layered, with alternating chalky and crisp layers. Their

mixed mineralogy was then not surprising. Note that all sampled bivalves were either

100% calcite or 100% aragonite. The presence of 100% aragonite shells was

encouraging, especially for samples older than 100 ky.

Six thin sections were made to standard thickness (30 ptm), cut perpendicular to the

long axis of the shells. Each shell ground into thin section had been XRD analyzed. Thin

sections were made from one modern calcite, one modern aragonite, two fossil calcite,

and two fossil aragonite shells. These were qualitatively compared using an optical

microscope. Both modem and fossil aragonite shells were composed of crystals too small

to individually resolve optically. Both modern and fossil calcite (Argopecten species)

shells displayed fine, needle-like, interlocking crystal structure. No other crystal forms

were identified. Argopecten sample ME00-3-s-11, which appeared weathered in hand

specimen, displayed the needle-like structure intact, even at the very edges of the thin

section. In summary, there was no microscopic visual evidence of re-crystallization in

either aragonite or calcite specimens.

The combination of generally good macroscopic preservation, XRD analysis

indicating 100% aragonite in all four originally aragonite bivalves, and identical crystal
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structure observed in both modern and fossil shell thin sections supports the conclusion

of negligible post-depositional mineral re-crystallization.

4.4.2. Determination of optimum sample leaching

Compared with modern Argopecten samples, fossil specimens display significant

foliation and separation of shell layers. The possibility of seawater Cl becoming trapped

in these micro-laminations necessitates leaching the sample before digestion and Cl

extraction. Complications resulting from insufficient leaching were discussed in Section

4.3. The following reasoning supported the design of leaching experiments:

• Calcium-40 is a major target element for production of 36C1 by spallation; the

36C1 atom produced from 40Ca should occupy the site formerly occupied by the

4°Ca atom.

• If shell Ca is original since shell deposition (no re-crystallization), 36C1 within

CaCO 3 crystals should be resistant to leaching.

• Seawater Cl may have been deposited between shell layers at any time since

deposition; this chlorine should be leachable.

Total chlorine (35C1 + 37C1 occurring with natural SS = 3.12) is used in conjunction

with the AMS measured RS to calculate the inventory of 36C1 in the sample.

Concentration of target elements is used (among other parameters) to calculate 36C1

production rates. The production rates and 36C1 concentration are then used to calculate
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sample exposure age. Equation 4.1 below illustrates the contributions of each production

mechanism to the AMS ratio.

Equation 4.1

RS=
(36

'3636 ,36Ci 	Ulthermal neutron activation of 35C1	 G /spoliation of 40Ca)

Cl	 totalCl(
35
0 + 

37
CI)

Leaching of postdeposition stable Cl and 36C1 produced from it should only increase

RS and improve calculated age. Leaching of predepositional chlorine (and associated

36C1) will not affect sample apparent age provided 36C1 and target element 35 C1 are

leached in proportion. The AMS RS ratio will change, but so will total Cl. It is also

desirable to reduce the proportion of 36C1 produced from thermal neutron activation of

35C1, due to uncertainties in time-integrated bulk sample water content affecting

production rates. Production rates of 36C1 are calculated in part using the concentrations

of target elements in the bulk sample. Leaching of 36C1 from the CaCO 3 crystal structure

produced from spallation of 40Ca would change the ratio and calculated age, as 36C1 is

removed without changing the concentration of target element 40Ca. The shell sample

CaO (calcium oxide) concentration is not altered from 56% by leaching. Procedure

should then be developed to leach as much 35C1 (and associated 36C1) as possible, while

preserving 40Ca (and associated 36C1). Laboratory modification of bulk sample chemistry

is common in cosmogenic dating. Leaching to reduce the proportion of 36C1 produced

from 35C1 is analogous to mineral separation in rocks of macroscopic grain size.
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Shell samples were ground to progressively finer size fraction and leached. This

procedure was repeated four times. An AMS target (AgC1) was created from each

leached sample. AMS targets were also created from unleached shell material prepared

by selecting 60 g of the least weathered shells from the bulk sample. These were cleaned

and ground to 0.25-1 mm size fraction.

Shell material was leached in deionized water in multiple 50-ml test tubes. The water/

sample ratio was approximately 3:1. One leach consisted of two changes of water,

followed by one overnight (12 hours) leaching step. Diffusion-cell total Cl measurements

were made before digestion to properly estimate amount of NaC1 spike needed.

4.5. Results of shell leaching experiment

It was initially expected that 36C1 formed from 40Ca in the mineral lattice would be

resistant to leaching, and that some stable Cl was incorporated in the shell after

deposition. If this were the case, leaching the younger chlorine (and 36C1 produced from

it) would result in apparent age rising with each successive leach step. The asymptote

approached on a plot of apparent age vs. number of leaching steps would then represent

actual sample age. The results of the first stage of the shell leaching experiment appear in

Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Results of stage 1 of shell leaching experiment: graphs of shell apparent
age with successive leaching. Expected function shape was age rising with
successive leach steps asymptotically to true age.

The first three targets made from field sample ME00-24-s-7 at first exhibited the

expected behavior (Figure 4.2, graph A, leach # 0,1,2). Leach steps 3,4 were performed

on sample powdered in a ball mill for 10 and 20 minutes, respectively. The change to

negative slope of the "leaching function" occurs after the sample shell material was

powdered before leaching. This reduction in age with leaching can only occur if 36C1 is

leached out of proportion with the target element that produced it, as in the case of 36C1

leached from a site formerly occupied by 40Ca.

Targets made from field sample ME00-9-s-9 (Figure 4.2, graph B) did not exhibit the

expected behavior of initially rising age. In this case, it is likely that there was little sea-

water Cl incorporated into the shell after deposition, and that 36C1 was leached from the

CaCO3 even at coarse particle sizes.
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Due to the significant difference in the behavior of apparent age with successive

leaching, the leaching experiment was continued. The identical grinding-leaching

procedure was preformed on three more surface shell samples from Mejillones peninsula.

These samples were selected from beaches hypothesized to have been formed from

interglacial sea level high stands during MIS 5,11 and >13. The results appear in Figure

4.3.
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4.6. Discussion of shell leaching and selection of the optimum leach point

Results from stage 2 of the shell leaching experiment did not resolve any trend in

apparent age with successive leaching, though some general observations may be made

from the five samples. First, apparent age for four out of the five samples increased at

some point during the leach process relative to unleached sample age. According to the

theoretical assertions of Cl behavior in shells detailed at the beginning of this section, this

is evidence that some sea-water chlorine was incorporated since shell deposition. Second,

apparent age decreases at some point during the leaching process for every sample. This

is evidence that 36C1 is being removed from the crystal lattice where it once occupied

4°Ca s ites. Third, the apparent age peak is consistently located at a leach step before the

sample was powdered. This is evidence that powdering before leaching allows 36C1 to be

leached from all sites, suggesting that powdering should be avoided for accurate dating.

The task of choosing the age that is closest to the actual exposure age of the shell is

aided by the following reasoning:

• Diagenetic processes likely cannot alter the chemistry of the shell to decrease the

production rate of 36C1 within it. The only element whose flux in or out of the

shell could affect production rates is Cl (specifically, 35C1 and 37C1). It is unlikely

that within the near-shore environment there would be significant stable chlorine

gradient out of the shell, or that shell material recrystallizes with lower total

chlorine content than the material it replaces. Apparent age measured without any

laboratory chemical manipulation whatsoever would therefore be a minimum age.
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• Leaching the shell material cannot produce an age that overestimates the true age

of the shell. Apparent age could only increase by increasing RS without

proportionally decreasing total Cl, an impossible process with simple MQ

leaching. Though it is desirable to leach out only stable Cl and 36C1 produced

from it, it is clear that some 36C1 produced from 40Ca is being removed from

CaCO 3 . This only reduces apparent age.

• If there were no incorporation of stable Cl after shell deposition, leaching stable

Cl and the associated 36C1 would not affect sample age. If sample age increases

with leaching, it indicates post-deposition Cl flux into the shell.

Therefore, the optimum leach point is that resulting in the oldest apparent age.

Consequently, for all five shell samples, the maximum age was interpreted as most

representative of true age.

4.7. Comparison of shell ages with chronostratigraphic interpretation

The leaching experiment was conducted using shells from Mejillones Peninsula

corresponding to interglacial sea level high stands 5, 7, 9, 11 and >13, according to the

current chronostratigraphic interpretation described in Chapter 1. Although the

systematics of 36C1 in mollusc shells were the primary focus of investigation, it was

hoped that optimum leach point and beach age could be determined simultaneously.

Table 4.1 shows the age ranges for marine oxygen isotope interstadial periods compared

to shell dates selected from the leaching experiment. Complete data for the shell leaching
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experiment appear in Appendices E.4 and E.5, and the raw AMS data are in Appendix

E.9.

Table 4.1: Comparison between expected sample interglacial age
and measured age. The oldest ages were chosen from leaching
experiment to represent true beach ages.

MIS Duration (ky) Sample Elevation (m) Age (ky)
5 75-128 ME00-37-s-5 21.9 50±2
7 195-251 ME00-24-s-7 59.0 126±5
9 297-347 ME00-9-s-9 113.2 201±12

11 367-440 ME00-3-s-11 155.6 226±10
13 472-502 ME00-35-s-13+ 190.2 258±9

Cosmogenic 36C1 ages of shells indicate that there is no beach ridge older than MIS 7

on the northern half of Mejillones Peninsula. This is an unexpected result given the

extensive U-Th, ESR dating and aminostratigraphy performed by Radtke (1989) and

Ortlieb (1995a, 1996), which assigned distinct sets of beach ridges to MIS 5, 7, 9, 11.

Accuracy concerns regarding post-depositional uranium uptake in mollusc shells (Ortlieb,

1996; Ku, 2000) and ESR dose rate determination in aragonitic mollusc shells

(Schellmann, 1999) have been widely discussed in geochronological literature. The

independent age estimates for Mejillones beach ridges may suffer from the uncertainties

associated with dating mollusc shells with U-Th and ESR in hot climates.

Evaluating shell age data independently of existing chronology yields some notable

correlations. Shell ages closely match ages of major interstadial sea level high stands

visible in the SPECMAP composite oxygen isotope curve (Martinson et. al., 1987) (Table

4.2).



Table 4.2: Comparison of shell-derived beach ridge ages
with major interglacial sea level high stands in the
SPECMAP chronology.

MIS Age (ky) Corresponding beach age (ky)
3 51 50±2
3 56 ?

5a 80 ?
5c 100 ?
5e 125 126±5
7a 196 201±12
7c 220 226±10
7e 246 258±9

Additional support for the shell-dated sea level high stand at —50 ky comes from sea

level reconstructions at Huon Peninsula, New Guinea (Chappell et al., 1996b). The

highest MIS 3 sea level high stand occurs at 51-53 ky, almost 20 meters higher than the

preceding MIS 3 sea level peak at 61 ky.

If previous chronologies are correct, then the apparent cosmogenic 36C1 ages are

serious underestimates. There are several mechanisms applicable to shells by which

exposure ages could be reduced relative to true ages: (1) shielding by mantling of aeolian

sediments, (2) gradual exposure due to matrix erosion, (3) leaching effects outlined in

Section 4.6. On Mejillones peninsula, dune-like features around 4 inches thick composed

of sand and gravel migrate seaward on flat plains and valleys between beach ridges.

These areas were avoided during sampling, but it is possible that wind-transported

sediments were thicker in the past than at present. Assuming that both the

chronostratigraphic interpretation and dating of the shell samples are correct, the average

depth of aeolian shielding was calculated to evaluate whether shielding is a feasible
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explanation for the unexpectedly young sample ages. Table 4.3 shows the shielding depth

of typical observed aeolian sediments required to bring the observed ages in line with

estimates. The depth range is an average, meaning a period of thinner mantling depth

(such as at present) must be preceded or followed by a period of thicker mantling depth to

produce the effect of the calculated average depth. The range reflects uncertainties in

attenuation of cosmic radiation with depth due to chemical and density variations in the

aeolian material. The calculations demonstrate that shielding by aeolian sediments is a

highly unlikely explanation for the unexpectedly young sample age. The average depths

of shielding material are unfeasibly large.

Table 4.3: Average depth of aeolian sediment over exposure history required to produce
expected ages from measured apparent ages.

Sample MIS Target
Age (ky)

Age
(ky)

P
calculated

P needed to
produce target age

Avg. shielding
depth range (m)

ME00-37-s-5 5 125 50 35.5 15.4 1.5-1.8
ME00-24-s-7 7 216 126 28.5 18.3 1.0-1.4
ME00-9-s-9 9 330 201 31 21.6 0.93-1.2
ME00-3-s-11 11 390 226 38.1 26.2 0.94-1.3
ME00-35-s-13+ 13 480 258 51.6 35.0 0.94-1.3

Gradual exposure of previously buried shells is poor mechanism to invoke explaining

unexpectedly young shell ages. The thermal neutron production peak located at depth

would likely result in an overestimate of true age for gradually exposed samples. This is

true even for shells, which attribute a high proportion of 36C1 production to spallation on

calcium-40.
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4.8. Tectonic uplift rates from beach elevation-sea level-age relationships

Using the apparent beach ages, beach elevations above present sea level, and sea level

at the time of beach deposition, local tectonic uplift rates were calculated. Results depend

on the chronology and amplitude variations of the sea level curves used. To obtain a

range of uplift rate estimates, five sea level curves were used to calculate average uplift

rates for Mejillones Peninsula. Only one record (Shackleton, 2000) extended through

MIS 7. The other four sea level curves, derived from either 6 180 variations in sediment

cores or from uplifted coral reefs, extend through MIS 5e. The sea levels of the

interstadial sea level peaks closest in age to the samples were chosen to represent sea

levels at the time of sample deposition. Most interstadial sea level peaks were within 2 ky

of sample age, well within analytical error. Results are given in Table 4.4 below.



Table 4.4: Mejillones Peninsula uplift rates derived from five different sea level curves.
Shackleton (2000) extends through MIS 7, while others extend through MIS 5e.

Sea level curve description
Shackleton, 2000: Vostok temperature derived timescale for de1180
Linsley, 1996: Sulu Sea planktonic de1180
Chappell, 1996: Coral terraces at Huon Peninsula
Chappell and Shackleton, 1986: SPECMAP chronology de1180
Shackleton, 1987: Planktonic and benthic foraminiferal de1180

Uplift rate = (Beach elevation - Interstadial sea level elevation)/ age of beach

Sample data
	

Shackleton 2000
Sample age

(kY)

Elevation

(m)

lnterstadial
sea level (m)

Interstadial
age (ky)

Uplift rate
avg. (m/ky)

50±2 21.9 -40.0 52.5 1.2
126±5 59.0 11.0 127.5 0.4

201±12 113.2 -20.0 195.0 0.7
226±10 155.6 -19.0 214.0 0.8
258±9 190.2 -32.5 240.0 0.9

Uplift rates calculated for intervals between dated samples
Positive sea level changes denote sea level rise between deposition of dated beaches.
Shackleton, 2000
Age range

(kY)

Duration

(kY)

Elevation
change (m)

Sea level
change (m)

Uplift rate
(m/ka)

50-0 50 21.9 40.0 1.2
126-50 76 37.1 -51.0 -0.2

201-126 75 54.2 31.0 1.1
226-201 25 42.4 1.0 1.7
258-226 32 34.6 13.5 1.5

Linsley, 1996
	

Chappell, 1996
Interstadial
sea level (m)

Interstadial
age (ky)

Avg. uplift rate
(m/ky)

lnterstadial
sea level (m)

Interstadial
age (ky)

Avg. uplift rate
(m/ky)

-14.5
18.5

48
124

0.7
0.3

-43.5
8.0

52
124

1.3
0.4

Interval 50-126 ky uplift rate	 0.1 Interval 50-126 ky uplift rate=	 -0.2

Shackleton, 1987
	

Cha ell and Shackleton 1986
Interstadial
sea level (m)

Interstadial
age (ky)

Avg. uplift rate
(m/ky)

Interstadial
sea level (m)

Interstadial
age (ky)

Avg. uplift rate
(m/ky)

-53.0
1.0

53
123

1.5
0.5

-25.0
7.0

52
120

0.9
0.4

Interval 50-126 ky uplift rate	 -0.2 Interval 50-126 ky uplift rate=	 0.1
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Average uplift rates were calculated by subtracting paleo sea levels at the time of

beach formation from sample elevation above modern sea level, then dividing by the time

interval since deposition. Uplift rates calculated for intervals between beach deposition

using a sea level curve derived from Shackleton (2000) range from 1.1-1.7 m/ky for four

of the five samples. During the 126-50 ky interval, uplift rate is -0.2 m/ky, far slower

(negative) than the average 1.4 m/ky uplift calculated for the four other intervals using

the same sea level curve. The other four sea level curves indicate roughly the same

behavior, with uplift of 0.7-1.5 m/ky for the interval 50-0 ky and a range of -0.2 m/ky to

0.1 m/ky for the interval 126-50 ky. Sea level dropped 44 m during this interval

(averaging the five sea level records), necessarily resulting in net subsidence to produce

the observed sample distribution.

This apparent subsidence may be be an artifact of sample location and normal fault

movement. Figure 4.4 is a map of Mejillones Peninsula, with the locations of the five

shell samples used in the uplift calculations plotted as black dots. The location from

which the "MIS 5" sample (exposure age 50 ka) was taken is around 12 km east of the

main sampling transect, and across a prominent fault. It is therefore possible the uplift

history of the 50 ka sample differs significantly from that experienced by the other four

samples.



Figure 4.4: Mejillones Peninsula, with sample locations
plotted. Note "MIS 5" sample location is east of
prominent fault. Adapted from Ortleib, 1995a.

Ortlieb (1995a) estimated normal fault movement of up to 4 m from analysis of the

sea cliff east of Mejillones. All except the youngest beach sample (50 ka) were sampled

from locations west of Mejillones. Accounting for 4 m additional uplift of the 50 ka
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sample relative to the 126 ka sample, uplift rate is still negative at -0.13 m/ka vs. -0.18 m/

ka using the measured sample elevations.

The calculation of subsidence or an uplift rate far slower than the long-term average

provides a convenient explanation for the lack of observed beaches dating to the globally-

observed sea level high stands of 80 and 105 ky (Muhs et al., 994). Without sampling a

transect from the modern sea cliff to the highest deposits at 200 m a.s.1., it is impossible

to state that they are not present, but in light of the uplift calculations, it would not be a

surprising discovery.

4.9. Recommendations for further study

4.9.1. Shell leaching experiment

It is unclear whether grain size or cumulative amount of leaching control exposure of

Cl to the leaching solution. An assumption in the leaching experiments described above is

that all Cl exposed to leaching was removed in the three changes of deionized water, and

that additional leaching of the same grain size would not significantly affect the

concentration of Cl. A leaching experiment performed without grinding after each leach

cycle would allow distinction between effects of grinding and successive leaching. This

can be demonstrated by continuing to leach a single size fraction and creating an AMS

sample from each step. If the AMS ratio approached an equilibrium value, the grain size

would be the factor controlling leachable Cl. If the ratio continued to be affected by

leaching, then the cumulative amount of leaching would be the factor controlling the
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source of leachable Cl. Either way, in shell samples studied here, powdering the sample

does not appear to have a useful effect on the calculated 36C1 apparent age.

4.9.2. Cosmogenic beach age determination vs. previous dating attempts

An elevation transect should be sampled on Mejillones Peninsula, from the 10-25 m

high cliffs on the northern coast, to the highest beach deposits near 200 m elevation. If

beaches dating to the 80 ky and 100 ky sea level high stands are found, the tectonic uplift

history of Mejillones Peninsula may be revised from what is presented here by more

accurately constraining the subsidence event identified for the time interval 126-50 ky.

Cosmogenic dating of marine fossil carbonates such as shells and corals may be

applied in a region where a reliable independent chronology already exists, such as Huon

Peninsula or Barbados. If the results of cosmogenic dating matches existing chronology

at these locations, a case for the accuracy of cosmogenic dating of beach ridges at

Mejillones Peninsula may be convincingly argued. Obtaining additional U-Th ages on

mollusc shells from Mejillones Peninsula, or cosmogenic 10Be dates, would further

resolve the discrepancies in chlorine-36 vs. previous workers' age determinations.
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5. DATING OF BOULDERS AND COBBLES

5.1. Introduction

Gravel and boulders were sampled at the same locations from which shell samples

were collected. Clastic material, such as gravel, has been used to date fluvial and glacio-

fluvial tenaces (Zreda, 1994; Anderson et al., 1996; Repka et al., 1997), and

paleobeaches (Zreda, 1994), landforms where boulders and bedrock are either not

available or do not accurately reflect landform exposure history. Clastic material in

landforms is older than the landform itself. It may contain inherited cosmogenic

inventory, unless the associated landform was created in a highly erosive geomorphic

setting, in which case the cosmogenic inventory is removed and the cosmogenic clock is

reset. In addition to the problem of inheritance, erosion of the landform surface may

result in underestimation or overestimation of the landform age. Finally, thermal neutron

flux dependence on the water content may cause errors in calculation of 36C1 production

rate. These three complications, and the experience of this study in dealing with them, is

the subject of the sections below. The analysis demonstrates that gravel-based landforms

are a particularly challenging application of 36C1 dating.
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5.2. Strategy and methods

5.2.1. Beach sampling

One method of constraining inherited cosmogenic inventory in landform material, for

situations where there is no reason to believe it is negligible, is sampling at the surface

and at one or more locations at depth (Anderson et al., 1996). As 36C1 production rates

with depth in a landform can be calculated, the relationship between the 36C1 inventory

measured in the samples at the surface and at depth can reveal the inherited component.

A cosmogenic isotope buildup equation appropriate for this case contains two unknowns,

exposure age and inherited cosmogenic inventory:

—kt P	 —kt
N36 = No e	 + (1 — e )

where:

N36= total inventory of 36C1 (at g-1 )

N0 = inherited inventory of 36C1 (at g -1 )

= decay constant (for 36C1 = 2.303 x10-6 y -1 )

t = exposure age (y)

P = production rate (at g-1 y1 )

This equation can be solved for inheritance and exposure age using a minimum of

two samples collected at depths sufficiently different to have different cosmogenic

production rates. Samples consisting of at least 20 gravel or cobble clasts were taken to

Equation 5.1
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average individual clast exposure histories, attempting to satisfy the assumption of equal

inherited component in all samples from the landform. The measured 36C1 inventory and

the calculated production rate for each sample are used to calculate the inherited

component for a large range of exposure ages. Plotting the data generated from surface

and depth samples on a single graph of inheritance vs. exposure age should result in

intersection of the two curves. Similar plots can be constructed for the overdetermined

system of one surface sample and several samples at depth, where the area defined by the

intersection of the individual curves represents inheritance and exposure age.

At each chosen location, a pit was dug to around a meter in depth using a shovel.

Shell samples weighing around a kilogram were assembled from the surface and

generally two locations at depth. Gravel samples were assembled in the same fashion,

although at no location could two gravel samples at depth be assembled. The

compositional dominance of sand and shells often made collecting gravel samples

challenging. An effort was made to collect gravel samples of a variety of compositions,

should mineral separation or measurement of other cosmogenic isotopes, such as 10Be, be

deemed necessary in the future. Gravel and cobble clasts included quartzite and mafic

lithic fragments.

5.2.2. Boulder sampling

Boulders, generally sparsely distributed on Mejillones Peninsula, were found at the

highest elevations where beach landforms are present. From deep ventifacts observed
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parallel to the prevailing wind direction, it was clear that the boulders had been exposed

for long periods. With no control over the inherited 36C1 in individual, isolated boulders,

exposure ages are interpreted as maxima, provided the samples have not reached the

secular equilibrium between production and decay. Boulder samples were plotted using

the same two-unknown buildup equation as for gravel samples, and graphs of inheritance

vs. exposure age were constructed.

Boulder sampling strategy concentrates on obtaining a section accurately representing

boulder exposure history by avoiding eroded surfaces. Boulders may erode through

gradual dissolution of compact rock, by granular disintegration, or by spalling (rock

cleaving off in macroscopic flakes or slabs). Characteristic spalled surfaces include sharp

edges on a predominantly round boulder, and smaller flakes or chunks of rock

surrounding the central mass.

Spalling and erosion affects apparent ages by exposing rock surfaces that were once

shielded by a layer of material. Depending on the erosion depth, apparent ages can be

either overestimated or underestimated. This is due to the 36C1 thermal neutron

production maximum at some depth in the rock (-50 g cm-2).

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the behavior of thermal neutrons in rock may be

modeled as a diffusive process, with flux from areas of high concentration to areas of low

concentration. Thermal neutrons diffuse from the near-surface areas of the rock to the

atmosphere. Figure 5.1 (pg. 80) shows a typical thermal neutron production profile,
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which results from the above effect. Sharp edges and corners of rock surfaces allow

considerably more diffusion than flat surfaces (Zreda et al, 1993; Zreda and Phillips,

2000). Whereas diffusion from broad surfaces is well characterized and easy to quantify,

sampling irregular surfaces may result in additional uncertainties in calculation of the

thermal neutron intensity.

Rolling of boulders, exposing a previously shielded surface, is a problem, especially

that it is not always obvious that the boulder has changed its position. Round boulders

usually provide the best ages as the shape indicates extensive erosion after quarrying, a

desired characteristic when dating the landform containing the boulder. However,

rounded boulders roll more readily than angular ones. Sampling the previously shielded

side of a boulder that has rolled will result in a severe underestimation of landform age.

Ventifaction provides some indication of boulder stability. Note, however, that the

reverse is not true - the absence of ventifacts does not imply instability.

Shielding by aeolian sediments was a concern in the desert environment of Mejillones

peninsula. Effects of temporary shielding by eolian material can be minimized by

sampling the crests of the largest boulders available. In times of high aeolian activity,

these crests are least likely to be covered. If covered, they are also most likely to be

exposed first.

Boulders were sampled with hammer and chisel; care was exercised to avoid the four

pitfalls described above. Sample thickness was measured for integration of the depth-
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variable production rates in the rock. An attempt was made to create sample chunks of

uniform thickness to aid in this visual integration.

5.3. Potential problems with 36C1 dating of gravel-based landforms

Chlorine-36 is not an ideal cosmogenic isotope with which to investigate depositional

landforms such as beaches and fluvial terraces. One reason for this generalization is the

difficulty in estimating 36C1 production rates in silicate rocks. The calculation of thermal

neutron activation component of production rate is complicated by environmental factors

influencing thermal neutron flux in the top meter of geological materials. The flux of fast

neutrons, which initiate spallation reactions, is not significantly affected by the presence

of neutron absorbing agents, such as soil moisture. Thermal neutrons, however, are

strongly absorbed by water. For rocks with high Cl content, accurate estimates of soil

moisture throughout the landform exposure history are needed. Given the long time scale

of this investigation, from 50 ky to 2 My, this is technically impossible. A reasonable

estimate is one of prevailing aridity since Andean uplift in the Late Miocene, ca. 10 My

ago (Martinez, 1995).

After deposition of a mixed composition landform, consisting of shells, sand, and

gravel, the processes of consolidation and deflation begin. Deflation, the removal of finer

material by wind action, gradually exposes coarser material. In this way, gravel

accumulates on the surface of the landform gradually over time. Upon sampling, it is not

possible to distinguish clasts that were exposed recently from those exposed at the time of
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landform formation, though the general degree of deflation can be assessed by

comparison of fossil with modern landforms. Gradually exposed cobbles, or those

migrating towards the surface due to deflation, integrate a different section of the

production-depth profile than cobbles exposed continuously at the surface. For this

reason, cobbles that have been exposed at the surface for a shorter time than others will

give ages different than the age of the landform. Gradually exposed cobbles with high

proportion of 360 production from thermal neutron activation will most likely result in

overestimation of landform age, due to the higher production at shallow depth than at the

surface.

The combination of water content, density variation, and gradual clast exposure by

deflation increases uncertainty for dating unconsolidated beach landforms by 36C1 in

elastic materials. Investigators can only hope in such cases that the samples have low

total Cl, favoring the far less variable spallation production mechanisms. Spallogenic

isotopes, such as 10Be, are more appropriate for dating gravelly landforms, provided that

quartz is available.

5.4. Analysis of boulder and cobble samples from Mejillones Peninsula

Total Cl analysis of the boulder and cobble samples from Mejillones revealed higher

concentrations of Cl than any samples ever measured previously, by almost an order of

magnitude (Table 5.1). The highest total Cl concentration in Mejillones rocks was 8506
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ppm. Half of the 18 samples contained Clin excess of 1500 ppm, with 4 above 5000

PPm.

When Equation 5.1 was used with the cosmogenic 36C1 inventory and cosmogenic

production rate calculated in CHLOE, 6 of 11 surface gravel samples did not return

feasible solutions on graphs of inheritance vs. exposure age. The exposure age equation

(Equation 5.2) illustrates why the function behaves this way for certain combinations of

36C1 inventory and exposure age.

1
t = --1n ( 1 - 1\00

P
Equation 5.2

where:

t = exposure age (y)

X, = decay constant (for 36C1 = 2.303 x10-6 y -1 )

N = cosmogenic inventory (at g-1 )

P = production rate (at g-1 y -1 )

For example, the sample ME00-25-7 (Fig. 5.2) has N = 6.81x106 at g-1 , and P = 109.5

at g-1 y-1 . Using these values in the above equation, the term in parentheses comes out

negative. As the natural log of a negative number is an imaginary number, the equation

returns a non-feasible solution. Graphs for all boulder and gravel samples, including

those returning imaginary solutions, appear in Appendix E.9.
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5.5. Results

The behavior characterized by the non-feasible solution was observed only in surface

gravel samples. All boulder samples and gravel samples at depth plotted normally and

yielded feasible solutions. Whereas it was encouraging that the calculated production

rates and measured inventory produced a feasible solution for boulder samples,

unconstrained inheritance permitted estimation of limited maximum ages only. Table 5.1

shows gravel and boulder exposure ages assuming zero inheritance.
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Table 5.1: Sample parameters used in the buildup equation (Equation 5.1) to plot sample age vs.
inheritance. Elevation, sample depth, bulk density, and total Cl are used to calculate 36CI
production rate. Production rate is used with measured 36CI inventory in the buildup equation.

Sample Depth Sample Site Prod. Depth of 36/CI Total Atoms Age

type elev. rate 36CI prod. rate ratio Cl 36CL in rock (ky)

(cm) (m. as!) (at gm-I yr-1 calc. (cm) RIS ppm * (cosmogenic)
ME00-2-11 0 gravel 168.2 44.3 0 713 1794 21261794 X
ME00-5-11 0 gravel 155.6 37.0 0 763 1613 20741782 X
ME00-8-11 75-80 gravel 155.6 16.5 77 365 512 3103469 246±17

ME00-14-9 0 gravel 93.9 43.2 0 690 2159 24839768 X

ME00-18 0 gravel 0 7.7 0 35.8 196 91095 12±2**

ME00-21-7 0 gravel 54.9 97.0 0 407 6540 44420553 X

ME00-23-7 74-84 gravel 54.9 101.1 80 285 4690 21953678 320±15

ME00-25-7 0 gravel 59 109.5 0 474 8506 68057782 X

M E00-28-7 75-85 gravel 59 131.2 80 353 6720 39000912 501±47

ME00-31-9 0 gravel 66.9 87.9 0 566 5192 48767180 X

ME00-33-11 0-3 boulder 149.8 8.3 2 1063 102 1836262 312+23

ME00-34-13 0-3 boulder 184.1 18.9 2 870 462 6814675 766+102

ME00-36-13+ 0 gravel 190.2 16.8 o 772 568 7244101 2150+623

ME00-39-5 0 gravel 21.9 10.1 0 308 360 1808170 230+13

M E00-41-7? 0-3 boulder -55 38.2 2 232 1964 7381211 256±16

ME00-43-7? 0 gravel 55.3 12.4 0 440 464 3339324 423+31

ME00-47-9 0 gravel 70.6 12.2 0 389 462 2949638 352+20

ME00-50-9 140-150 gravel 70.6 5.2 145 140 398 889897 219+17

* total cl by diffusion cells and ion specific electrode

** modern beach gravel sample

Note: all apparent exposure ages are maxima. None have inheritence constrained

An X for sample age indicates the sample age equation returned a non-feasible solution.

Samples 47,50 are from terraces at Hornitos, 25km north of Mejillones Peninsula

5.6. Discussion

Only error in estimation of production rate could produce imaginary number

solutions for Equation 5.1. The analytical error on total Cl and 36C1 measurements (from

which inventory N is calculated) is no higher for samples returning non-feasible vs.

feasible solutions, so measured inventory is not likely to be the problem. A function of
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production rate vs. depth for sample ME00-21-7 (Fig. 5.1) reveals how easily the

production rate can be underestimated.

Production rate (atoms 36a / (gm* yr))

o 	 50
	

100
	

150
	

200

Figure 5.1: 36CI production rate with depth for sample ME00-21-
7. Production by neutrons of different energy levels is illustrated.
Note the thermal neutron production maximum at around
40 g/cm2.

Extremely high total Cl concentrations in these rocks result in >90% of production

coming from thermal neutron activation of 35C1. The gradient of the production rate near

the surface is very steep. Only 5 cm below the surface, the production rate increases by

35%. This means that a gradually exposed cobble had once resided in a zone of

considerably higher 36C1 production. Actual production rate would then be

underestimated, as the cobble was sampled from the surface and production rate was
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calculated for the landform surface. In this landform, gravel was observed concentrated at

the surface, supporting the above inferences of winnowing and gradual clast exposure.

In contrast to gravel from the surface, all gravel samples at depth returned feasible

solutions. This is most likely due to the less complicated 36C1 production profile at depth

relative to the surface. At depth below the thermal neutron maximum, the production

profile more closely approximates a pure exponential decrease, similar to production

profiles for spallogenic nuclides.

Production rates at depth were estimated in CHLOE using the chemistry of the

surface sample and an estimated landform bulk density of 1.8 g cm-3 . As CHLOE uses

the same fast neutron attenuation length for all sample chemistries, the estimated bulk

density should not introduce a significant error. (Attenuation length is the rate of

exponential decrease of the neutron intensity with depth). Because the ages are not

constrained for inheritance, they are maximum limiting ages. In the light of the

unconstrained sources of variation discussed for the above samples, apparent landform

ages of gravel deposits should be considered unreliable. The only conclusion that may be

drawn without significant additional experimentation is that considerable difficulty

surrounds application of 36C1 dating to gravel-based composite landforms.

5.7. Comparison of gravel sample ages with shell ages

All gravel sample ages are older than shell sample ages from the same locations

(Table 5.2), as inherited 36C1 for gravel samples is not constrained.



Table 5.2: Comparison of gravel and cobble sample ages with shell ages.

Rock sample Type Shell sample Rock Age (ky) Shell Age (ky)
ME00-39-5 surface gravel ME00-37-s-5 230 50
ME00-28-7 depth gravel ME00-24-s-7 501 126
ME00-8-11 depth gravel ME00-3-s-11 246 226

ME00-36-13+ surface gravel ME00-35-s-13+ 2150 258

Inheritance varies significantly between different sampling locations. This is

expected, as elastic material differs in source depending on which local unit is eroding at

the time of beach deposition. It is not possible to distinguish between age variation

resulting from poorly estimated production rates and inheritance. However, the trend in

gravel ages vs. shell ages at the same sampling sites and in general on Mejillones

Peninsula is large and positive. Though the modern beach gravel sample dates to only 12

ky, it is possible the large differences between gravel and shell ages could be attributed to

inheritance. Given the unprecedented high total Cl in many of the gravel samples, it is

more likely that a production rate uncertainty is responsible for the gravel age

overestimation. By this reasoning, the reported gravel samples ages should be considered

questionable at best.

5.8. Recommendations for further study

The source of uncertainty in the gravel and cobble samples may be a combination of

unconstrained inheritance and poorly estimated 36C1 production rate. Without samples

both at the surface and at depth to account for inheritance, it is not possible to distinguish

the relative contributions of each source of uncertainty.

82
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Dating the same landforms sampled in this study using a cosmogenic isotope (such as

beryllium-10) that is free from thermal neutron production complications would more

likely result in success than continued analysis with 36C1. Should such a study conducted

at the same sampling locations be successful in constraining inheritance, the source of the

production rate uncertainties inferred from current 36C1 data may be identified.

The sampling pits revealed complex layered stratigraphy, with layers appearing

compositionally distinct such that they may not represent one generation of landform.

Extreme care must be exercised to sample from only one stratigraphic unit, or the

assumption of equal age and equal inheritance throughout the landform will be violated.

It is possible the beach ridges are not thick enough for surface sample/depth sample

inheritance analysis. In that case 36C1 analysis of surface shells remains the more

attractive dating technique.
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6. APPENDICES

Appendix A: Bulk sample preparation

A.1. Carbonates

Bulk carbonate samples consisted of about a kilogram of shells representative of the

species assemblage at the sample location. The species Argopecten purpuratus (A.

purpuratus) was by far the most abundant at most sample locations. A. purpuratus shells

from depth appeared generally in excellent condition, displaying little evidence of either

mechanical or chemical alteration. Shells of other species were not as well preserved. For

these reasons, even before experiments to determine the degree of post-depositional

alteration of the shells were performed, this species was preferred. Shells from surface

samples commonly displayed evidence of exposure to wind, sun light, and water, in the

form of darker color, abraded edges, and dissolution pits. In several samples, there

appeared to be secondary mineral encrustation of the shells. The most common secondary

minerals were a clear crystalline mineral and a cryptocrystalline green mineral

resembling copper oxide. Sixty grams of whole shell material was selected from each

kilogram-sized sample to be processed. Only the least weathered specimens were selected

from the bulk sample. All secondary mineral encrustation was easily removed with a

combination of brushing and grinding with a hand held dentist-type drill. The shells were

ground in a rotating plate-type mill, and the 0.25-1  min fraction selected for further

processing. This size fraction most likely represents the most compact, least altered
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portions of the shell. After the experiments verifying negligible post-depositional mineral

alteration, combined leaching experiments and AMS target preparation completed

laboratory preparation of carbonates.

A.2. Silicates

Bulk silicate samples consisted of about a kilogram of cobbles representative of the

lithic assemblage at the sample location. After removal of sand, dust, and encrusting

secondary minerals, cobbles were washed in deionized water, dried and placed in plastic

sample bags. In several samples, there was an abundance of quartzite clasts. Due to low

concentrations of spallation target elements for production of 36C1, quartzite cobbles were

separated from the bulk sample. Quartz cobbles were removed and retained for possible

future dating by 10Be.

The remaining cobbles were crushed and ground using a rotating plate mill. The

0.25-1 mm size fraction was retained for further preparation. This size fraction was

selected because it corresponds to the mean mineral phenocryst size for these and most

other granitic samples. Most mineral grains, unlike the groundmass, are compact enough

so that meteoric Cl is not taken up by mineral grains during quarrying, transport, and

deposition processes. Leaching of the size fraction corresponding to the mean phenocryst

size in silicate rocks for 48 hours in 5% HNO 3 removes meteoric Cl from rock. After

leaching, the samples were dried and separated into portions for total chlorine

measurement and acid digestion.
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Appendix B: Closed-system digestion of carbonate and silicate samples

B.1. Introduction

Before digestion of any sample, especially one to which spike will be added, it is

necessary to estimate the amount of sample and spike used, to ensure that certain AMS

requirements are met. The current AMS requirements at PRIME Lab (Purdue University,

Indiana) are as follows:

• 10 < SS <40. After several shell carbonate samples exceeding SS (35C1/37C1) of

40 (possibly due to a poor estimate of spike concentration), a conservative limit of

SS=30 was adopted. Addition of spike increases this ratio from the natural ratio of

3.12. The lab can measure SS down to the natural ratio 3.12, though precision is

increased above SS=10. Ensuring that SS does not exceed 40 is a more important

constraint than the lower constraint.

• RS > 100x10 -15. The precision of AMS measurement increases with this RS

(36C1/C1), and decreases below 100. The detection limit is reported as RS=1.

• Sample size > 2 mg AgCl. An ideal target yield from digestion is 10 mg AgCl.

This ensures sufficient sample surviving losses in purification and rinsing.

Before acid digestion, rock RS is estimated using CHLOE (Phillips and Plummer,

1996). Sample location, chemistry, and total Cl estimate (from diffusion cells) are entered

in the "Input" spreadsheet. Several trial and error iterations guessing RS and solving

("Solve 1" sheet) will lead to a value that produces the sample's expected age for that



Sample Ratio Calculation Sheet Using KCI and/or NaCI Spike (Example)
INPUT 
ppm Cl 	10.0 
rock cooked (g)	 5.00 
ml NaCI spike solution added 	10.00 
ml KCI spike solution added	 3.00

OUTPUT 

RATIO S/S	 RATIO RIS
17.63	 129 

Expected Yield of AgCI (mg) :  7.8  

SPIKE SOLUTION CHEMISTRY 
ppm concentration of NaCI spike solution:
ppt concentration of stable Clin spike solution

249.33
0.1508

ppm concentration of KCl spike solution:
ppt concentration of stable Clin spike solution

249.952
0.1189

Combination Solution S/S

ppt concentration of stable Clin combo solution

19.55

0.1435
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particular geographic location and chemistry. The Excel spreadsheet "Bomb and Spike

Calculations.xls", calculates sample RS and SS ratios for various combinations of sample

and spike mass, given estimated rock RS, total Cl, and the ppm concentrations of spike

solutions used. An example of this spreadsheet is located below (Figure B.1).

Figure B.1: Sample of spreadsheet used to calculate AMS sample ratios upon addition of spike
solution.

In most cases, the acid-digestion bomb is loaded to capacity (5 g powdered rock).

Manipulating the amount and type of spike added (NaC1 and KC1) modifies the output

cells of RS, SS, Expected Yield. The worksheet also calculates the resultant spike

chemistry if both NaC1 and KC1 are used. Typically, spike is added until enough sample
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is created for easy precipitation and purification (-10 mg), or RS is reduced to where

AMS precision may be comprimised. Ratio constraints generally take priority over yield

requirements. Often several digestions are necessary to yield enough sample. Depending

on the uncertainty of the initial age and subsequent RS estimate, ratio constraints should

be applied conservatively, as an overestimate of sample age may reduce sample RS to an

unacceptable level when spiked..

B.2. Preparing for bomb digestion

There are many values to be recorded when digesting samples in the bomb. A

convenient way to keep track is to create a spreadsheet containing the following columns:

• Sample Name

• Estimated Total Cl by diffusion-cell (ppm)

• Rock Cooked (g)

• NaC1 Spike Solution Added (g)

• NaC1 Spike Concentration (ppm)

• KC1 Spike Solution Added (g)

• KC1 Spike Concentration (ppm)

• Concentration of 35C1 in Resultant Combination Spike (ppt)

• Estimated SS

• Estimated RS

• Estimated AgC1 Yield
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The bomb sample cups must be cleaned before use. The acid-washing procedure for

PTFE bomb sample cups is as follows:

• Place at least 150 ml 70% HNO3 per sample cup on a hot plate to boil. This acid

should be used exclusively for bomb sample cup cleaning; it should be used only

—10 times and then replaced.

• Wash reaction cells with phosphate laboratory detergent, sponge, and tap water.

Take care that the interior surfaces of the sample cups are not scratched during

cleaning. Rinse with deionized water (essential to avoid contamination of the

cleaning NH4OH solution).

• Fill sample cups to the rims with cleaning ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH). Place

caps on the cups, allowing excess hydroxide solution to spill over. Allow 1

minute exposure. As silver chloride (AgC1) (from previous sample preparation) is

soluble in basic solutions, this step removes any remaining in the sample cup.

Rinse cups twice in deionized water.

• Fill sample cups with the now boiling HNO3 to the rims. Place caps on the cups,

allowing excess acid to spill over. Allow 2 minutes exposure. Rinse cells in

deionized water, and place cups and caps face down on clean paper towels to dry.

• Ensure the lab equipment (glassware, PTFE bottles, etc.) is clean and available

before beginning bomb acid digestion.
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B.3. Digestion procedure for carbonate samples

Carbonate samples react strongly upon exposure to mineral acids such as HNO 3 ,

liberating large amounts of CO 2 gas. For this reason, the sample must be isolated from

the acid until the bomb is fully sealed. This is accomplished by freezing the sample in a

small block of ice prior to bomb loading. Two clean cylindrical polycarbonate vials are

arranged such that when the larger vial is filled with deionized water, the smaller vial

inserted, and the assembly frozen, a negative mold of the smaller vial is created. The

ground or powdered sample is carefully weighed, then poured into this mold. Deionized

water poured on top of the sample and frozen isolates the sample completely from the

acid by ca. 5 mm of ice. Once the sample is isolated, the following loading procedure is

initiated:

• Loading the bomb requires precision. On a sensitive balance (precision 0.01 g),

pipet the calculated amount of spike solutions into the acid-washed bomb sample

cup, and note the actual amounts and concentration of the spikes. Do not confuse

the NaC1 and KC1 solutions!

• Add approximately 20 g of 70% HNO 3 . Acid is added in excess, so up to 5 g rock

may be digested with this amount of acid.

• Prepare the bomb and loading area by inserting the sample cup into the steel body

of the bomb and arranging the seals, screw cap, and torque wrench for quick

assembly. This will reduce the operator stress level considerably as the sample is

introduced.
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• Refer to the Parr user manual for detailed instructions regarding sealing the bomb.

• Clean a pair of tweezers with 5% HNO3 and set at ready.

• Upon retrieval of the ice-encased sample in the mold, uncap it and warm it to free

it from the mold.

• Using tweezers only, grip the ice by its thin rim and place it into the sample cup.

The clock is now ticking.

• Swiftly place the cap, seals, spring washers and screw cap in place, and torque the

bolts to around 7 Newton-meters (60 in-lbs) using a torque wrench and Allen

head socket.

One hour is sufficient time for carbonate sample dissolution provided the particles are

less than 1 mm in diameter. Shake the bomb at least once during digestions to encourage

Cl isotopic equilibrium between gas and liquid. As the CO2 generated is non-condensable

at laboratory temperatures, the bomb will be pressurized upon opening. Some skill is

required to open the bomb slowly enough, such that the sample cup contents are not

sprayed about. Exceeding the 5-g sample limit will virtually guarantee a violent opening.

Agitating the bomb before opening will also considerably complicate the process.

• Using the Allen wrench, loosen the bolts 1/4 turn each in a star pattern until all

the bolts are loose. When hissing or gurgling is heard, wait until it stops, then

continue. The more gradually the bomb is opened, the more sample will be

retained in the cup.
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• If all the screws are loose, but the cap is still too tight to be removed, retighten the

bolts.

• Loosen them once more in an irregular pattern, leaving two adjacent screws fully

tightened while all others are loose. This procedure serves to pop the sample cup

lid off its seat. If this occurs too quickly, the contents of the sample cup will be

sprayed about.

• Remove the sample cup and replace the sample cup lid if it has been removed.

• Immediately rinse the bomb and associated parts with water if they have been

exposed to acids. Pay special attention to the two carbon steel spring rings.

Protect them from corrosion with 90-weight gear oil before use.

• Dry the bomb casing parts.

• Decant the sample solution from the bomb sample cup to a 200-ml glass

centrifuge bottle.

• Rinse the bomb sample cup with 5% HNO3 or deionized water, shake, and decant

to the centrifuge bottle to transfer as much sample as possible.

• Precipitate AgC1 from solution by adding —10 ml of 0.1-m AgNO 3 solution to the

centrifuge bottle.

• Allow the AgC1 to form for several hours, preferably overnight.

• Centrifuge sample bottles for 15 minutes at 2000 RPM, and decant acid.

• Transfer the silty AgC1 to a 50-ml test tube using deionized water.

• Perform 1 or 2 extractions with NH4OH into another 50-ml test tube to remove

silt.
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•	 At this point purification procedures (Appendix C) can be initiated.

B.4. Digestion procedure for silicate samples

Silicate samples will react strongly upon exposure to 45% hydrofluoric acid (HF). For

this reason, HF is added to the bomb sample cup immediately before sealing. The

reaction is not as strong as with carbonates, but haste in sealing is warranted.

• Begin loading by placing an acid washed sample cup on a sensitive balance

(precision 0.01 g), and adding the correct amount of powdered sample (1-5 g) and

spike solution. Record the exact amounts and concentrations of spike solutions

added. Again, do not confuse the NaC1 and KC1 spike.

• Move the loading operation under the hood and arrange all bomb parts for swift

assembly.

• Add about 5 ml (-7 g) of 70% HNO 3 to serve as a sensible warning system of

skin exposure to sample solution possibly containing HF. HNO 3 is also an

oxidizing agent that speeds digestion reactions in certain silicate rocks.

• Add 40 ml of 45% HF, and swiftly assemble the bomb. Make sure adequate

headspace exists in the sample cup. Half of the sample cup capacity (i.e., 62 ml)

should be left as headspace. Torque the screws to approximately 7 Newton-meters

(60 in-lbs) using a torque wrench and Allen-head socket.

• Place the bomb in a 130°C oven for 2 hours (samples 2 g or smaller require only 1

hour). This combination of HF, temperature, and time has effectively dissolved all
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powdered silicate samples tried so far. Samples of larger grain size may require

considerably more time to dissolve.

• Remove the bomb from the oven. Let it cool. Do not place it in water, as this may

warp the casing. During summer months, placing the bomb on an air conditioner

with a coffee can-type ring to direct airflow will cool the bomb within half an

hour. When air conditioners are not running, placing the hot bomb in the fume

hood and directing airflow past it will greatly speed up cooling. If possible, do not

allow the bomb to become cold, as the sample cup caps will be drawn into the

sample cups under high vacuum. Open the bomb are room temperature.

Loosen the screws in a star pattern about one half turn per screw until they are all

loose. Internal pressures may range from atmospheric to a strong vacuum. To

relieve vacuum, use a clean plastic spatula and carefully pry the cover off.

• Remove the sample cup and decant the contents to a 250 ml PTFE centrifuge

bottle.

• Add to the sample cup some 5% HNO3 or deionized water, shake, and decant to

the centrifuge bottle.

• Precipitate AgC1 from solution by adding —10 ml of 0.1-m AgNO 3 solution to the

centrifuge bottle.

• Allow the AgC1 to form for several hours, preferably overnight.

• Centrifuge and decant the acid. The precipitate contains the sample (AgC1) and

insoluble digestion by-products.
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• Rinse the contents of the 250-ml centrifuge bottle in deionized water three times,

centrifuging 15 minutes at 2000 RPM between each rinse, to ensure all traces of

HF are removed.

Extraction of AgC1 from the mixture of AgC1 and gel resulting from silicate digestion

is accomplished by dissolution of AgC1 in ammonium nitrate (NH4OH) solution and re-

precipitation by addition of HNO3 after removal of remaining solids. Two extractions

should suffice, but three may be advisable in cases where sample yield is critical.

• Add —7 ml of NH4OH to rinsed sample if performing two extractions to a 50-ml

test tube. A maximum of ca. 15 ml of NH4OH may be neutralized in a 50-ml test

tube without difficulty.

• Agitate thoroughly and allow a minimum of 2 hours for extraction into basic

solution. Second and third extractions may require only 1 hour.

• Centrifuge the PTFE, bottle 15 minutes at 2000 RPM and transfer the NH4OH

solution containing dissolved sample to a 50-ml test tube and acidify with 70%

HNO3 . Because this reaction is violent, add HNO3 slowly. A combination of

patience and skill will keep this process under control. Waiting 10 minutes for

cooling halfway through acidification will reduce the risk of boil-over losses.

Adding some 5% HNO 3 also helps dilute the NH4OH before adding 70% HNO 3 .

• A filamentous white precipitate will form when the acidification process is nearly

complete. This is AgCl.

• At this point purification procedures (Appendix C) can be initiated.
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Appendix C: Purification of AgC1 and preparation of AMS targets

Purification of sample AgC1 is necessary to remove insoluble sample solids such as

fluoride precipitates, organic material, and sulfur. Sulfur-36 is an interfering isobar in

AMS analysis of 36C1; high S in an AgC1 sample increases AMS errors. Dissolution of

AgC1 precipitate from acid digestion, transfer to a clean test tube, and re-precipitation of

the sample physically removes solid contaminants. Addition of saturated BaNO3 solution

to the sample dissolved in NH4OH and allowed to react overnight removes S through

formation of BaSO4 crystals. Begin the procedure below after recovering AgC1 from acid

digestion.

• Physically transfer the white or violet AgC1 precipitate to a 15-ml test tube. This

may require centrifuge compaction and decanting of excess liquid. Transfer may

be facilitated by a few drops of deionized water to rinse the previous container.

• Centrifuge the sample in 15-ml tubes just enough to decant water without losing

sample. More than 5 minutes of centrifuging during this and the following steps

will result in difficult dissolution of the hard AgC1 pellet.

• Dissolve the sample in —2.5 ml of NH4OH. More base will dissolve the sample

faster and result in less sample loss during transfers, but it will be more difficult to

neutralize and acidify in the small test tube.

• Add 1 ml of saturated BaNO3 solution to the test tube and cap with Parafilm.

• Allow at least 8 hours for reaction, preferably 16 hours (overnight).

• Centrifuge for 5 minutes at 2000 RPM to settle solids.
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• Using a Pasteur pipette, transfer the liquid to a clean 15-ml test tube without

drawing any solids or crystals into the pipette.

• Slowly acidify this liquid, taking special care not to allow boiling sample to splash

into other, uncovered test tubes.

• Fill the test tube to within 1 cm of the rim to make certain the solution is highly

acidic. Test it with pH paper if any doubt exists. The filamentous white AgC1

sample should have precipitated when the test tube was 3/4 filled during acid

addition.

• Allow the sample to cool at least 1 hour for maximum yield.

• Centrifuge the sample for 5 minutes and discard the acid.

• This completes one purification cycle. Three are commonly performed.

After precipitation of AgC1 following final barium purification step, it is necessary to

rinse the sample 5 times in deionized water to remove all traces of HNO3 . Samples are

dried and transferred to small vials for AMS analysis. Fill the test tube containing the

precipitated and centrifuged sample halfway with deionized water, cap with Parafilm, and

shake vigorously, ensuring all chunks are broken up.

• Centrifuge for 15 seconds to settle sample, decant water, and repeat, using new

Parafilm every time.

• Prepare 2-ml plastic sample vials by rinsing first with 5% HNO3 and then deionized

water, and place them in an oven at 75°C to dry.

• Label the vials.
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• Transfer the rinsed AgC1 samples to the vials. A few drops of deionized water and

careful rotation of the test tube to move particles to the rim will speed things

greatly.

• Cap and centrifuge the plastic vials at high speed (2300 RPM) for 15 minutes.

• Decant water and place vials in an oven at 75°C; keep the samples in the oven

until dry (preferably overnight).

• Weigh the samples and compare actual yield with calculated yield to further

refine sample size requirements.
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Appendix D: Propagation of analytical error

D.1. Introduction

Each AMS value is reported with 1 standard deviation (1G) analytical error.

Assuming errors in measurement of 37 C1135C1 (SS) and 36C1/C1 (RS) are independent, we

can propagate these errors through calculation of rock total Cl, RS, and sample exposure

age. Should analytical error in the two measurements be somehow related, assuming their

independence would then overestimate the error in the calculated 36C1 age. This situation

is more desirable than underestimating error.

D.2. Methods

A transform file (in the SigmaPlot graphing application) was written to use Monte

Carlo methods to propagate error in SS and RS to obtain error on sample age calculated

in CHLOE (Phillips and Plummer, 1996). Given the amount of sample digested, volume,

SS, and ppm concentration of the spike solutions used, SS measured in sample, and RS
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measured in the sample, back-calculation of rock total Cl and RS is accomplished using

the following algebraic relationships:

Rock total Cl = 1000 x tnIS x pptS xWn x (Ao — (SS x (1 — Ao)))
Mr x Wo x (SS x (1 — An) — An)

— An)Original rock RS = RSIn x (1 —	 x SS — An))
 (1
Ao — SS x (1— Ao) )

where:

An = natural abundance of 35C1

Ao =spike abundance of 35C1

m/S = volume of spike solution

Mr = mass of rock digested in grams

pptS = concentration of 35C1 in spike in parts per thousand

SS = atoms 35C1/atoms "Cl

Wn = atomic weight of natural chlorine

Wo = atomic weight of 35C1

The Monte Carlo method generates 10,000 Gaussian random variables with specified

mean and standard deviation. One such distribution is each created for SS and for RS,

with the mean and standard deviation equal to the reported value and the associated error.
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These 10,000 values are used in the above two equations to calculate 10,000 values for

rock total Cl and original rock RS. The mean and standard deviations of the resulting

distributions are entered into the cosmogenic 36C1 buildup equation (below), and 10,000

exposure ages are calculated:

t =— ln[l –
RS x N Cl x

X L
where:

t = exposure age (y)

= 36C1 decay constant (2.3x10 -6 y -1 )

RS = ratio of 36C1 to total Cl (10-15)

Na = total number of Cl atoms

P = cosmogenic production rate of 36C1

Though the average exposure age calculated by the buildup equation is usually very

close to the CHLOE age, the Gaussian distribution of exposure ages is generated to

calculate its coefficient of variation. Multiplying the coefficient of variation by the

CHLOE-generated exposure age produces the total propagated analytical error.
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D.3. Transform

Following is the text of the Sigma Plot transform using Monte Carlo methods to

propagate error in CHLOE-generated exposure age when samples are digested with KC1

and/or NaC1 spike.

jsv5D
;This transform propagates analytical errors of ANS measurements S/S
;and RIS to back-calculation of total Cl and original rock R/S. It then
;propagates analytical error through calculation of exposure age using
;CHLOE production rates and the 36C1 buildup equation. Monte Carlo
;methods are used, generating 10000 Gaussian variables for each
;calculation.

;NOTE: Ensure that "Insert" mode is OFF so that
new data in col(20,21,22) will override old data
press "Insert" button and look in left lower corner
of worksheet; If it says "INS" the "Insert" mode is ON

;Constants*********************************************************** **

nat35c1=0.7573	 ;natural abundance of 35C1
wtc1=35.4527	 ;atomic weight of natural Cl
wt35c1=34.963	 ;atomic weight of 35C1
AV=6.022e23	 ;Avogadro's number
lambda=2.303e-6	 ;decay constant for 36C1
N=10000	 ;number of normally distributed
variables
***********************************************************************

;Use a template spreadsheet in Excel to input the following data values:

; Input data is placed in the following columns.
col(1): Sample name
col(2): Rock cooked (g)
col(3): Total Vol. spike solution (ml) (add NaC1 and KC1 vol!)
col(4): SS ratio of spike FOR THAT PARTICULAR SAMPLE
col(5): Conc. 35+37 Cl in spike solution (ppt) FOR THAT SAMPLE
col(6): Measured S/S
col(7): Error on S/S (1 sigma)
col(8): Measured RIS
col(9): Error on R/S (i sigma)
col(10): CHLOE age of sample
col(11): total cosmogenic production rate (atoms*gm-1*yr-1)

; Output goes in the following columns:
;	 col(12): Total Cl

col(13): Error on total Cl (1 sigma)
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col(14): Original rock RIS
col(l5) : Error on original rock RIS (1 sigma)
col(l6) : CHLOE age of sample
col(17): total analytical error of 36C1 age
col(l8) : mean Monte Carlo ages (should equal CHLOE age)
col(l9) : standard deviation of Monte Carlo ages
col(20): coefficient of variation of Monte Carlo age
col(21):10000 Gaussian Exposure Age variables
col(22):10000 Gaussian Total Cl variables
col(23):10000 Gaussian original RIS variables

;Part 1. Back-calculation of total Cl and original rock RIS

for i = 1 to size(col(1)) do
wtrock=cell(2,i)
mlspike=cell(3,i)
spikeSS=cell(4,i)
pptspike=cell(5,i)
ss=cell(6,i)
ess=cell(7,i)
rs=cell(8,i)
ers=cell(9,i)

col( 22 )=( 10 00*mlspike*pptspike*wtc1*((spikeSS/(spikeSS+1))-
(gaussian(N,0/0,ss,ess))*(1-(spikeSS/(spikeSS+1)))))/
(wtrock *wt35 c 1* ((gaussian(N,0/0,ss,ess))*(1-nat35c1)-nat35c1))

cell(12,i)=mean(col(22))
cell(13,i)=stddev(col(22))

col( 23 )=(gaussian(N,0/0,rs,ers))*(1+((1-nat35c1)*(gau55ian(N,0/
0, ss , ess)) -nat35 c 1 )/((spikeSS/(spikeSS+1))-(gaussian(N,0/0,ss,ess))*(1-
(spikeSS/(spikeSS+1)))))

cell(14,i)=mean(col(23))
cell(15,i)=stddev(col(23))
cell(16,i)=cell(10,i)

***********************************************************************

;Part 2. Analytical error on apparent sample age
p=cell(11,i)
r=cell(14,i)*1e-15
er=cell(15,i)*1e-15
cl=cell(12,1)*1e-6*AV/wtcl
ecl=cell(13,i)
col( 21 )= -1 / 1ambda*ln(1 - (gaussian(N,0/0,r,er)*lambda*gaussian(N,0/

0,c1,ec1))/p)
cell(18,i)=mean(col(21))
cell(19,i)=stddev(col(21))
cell(20,i)=cell(19,1)/cell(18,i)
cell(17,i)=cell(16,i)*cell(20,i)

end for



Appendix E: Data

E.1. Carbonate mineralogy of common marine organisms

Table E.1

Organism Mineralogy
Aragonite Low Mg High Mg Aragonite+

Calcite Calcite Calcite
Mollusca:

Bivalves x x x
Gastropods
Pteropods

x
x

(x)

Cephalopods x (x)
Brachiopods x (x)
Corals:

Scleractinian x
Rugose+tabulate x x

Sponges x x x
Bryozoans

Echinoderms
x x

x
x

Ostracodes x x
Foraminifera:

Benthic
Pelagic

(x)
x

x

Algae:
Coccolithophoridae x

Rhodophyta
Chlorophyta
Charaophyta

x
x

x

x

x = dominant mineralogy
(x) = less common mineralogy
Aragonite may be replaced by calcite, and high magnesium calcite
loses its magnesium during diagenesis. From Tucker, 1990.
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E.2. Shell x-ray diffraction data

Table E.2

XRD sample Class Species Composition
M E00-1-s-11-X R D G astropoda Crepidula dilatata 96.7% aragonite 3.3% calcite
M E00-3-s-11-XR D Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-9-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-11-s-9-XR D Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-12-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-13-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-15-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-16-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-17-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten 100% calcite
ME00-19-s-7-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-24-s-7-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-26-s-7-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-27-s-7-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-29-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-30-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-32-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-38-s-5-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-42-s-7-XR D Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-44-s-7-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
ME00-46-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Argopecten purpuratus 100% calcite
MODERN MUSSEL Bivalvia n/a 100% aragonite
ME00-15-s-9-XRD Gastropoda Calyptrae trochiformis 98.7% aragonite 1.3% calcite
ME00-37-s-5-XRD Gastropoda Crucibulum quiriquinae 100% aragonite
ME00-45-s-7-XRD-A Gastropoda Priene scrabrum 100% aragonite
ME00-45-s-7-XRD-B Gastropoda Oliva peruviana 92% aragonite 8% calcite
ME00-44-s-7-XRD-A Gastropoda Crepidula dilatata 99.5% aragonite 0.5% calcite
ME00-44-s-7-XRD-B Gastropoda Turritella cingulata 100% aragonite
ME00-49-s-9-XRD Bivalvia Eurhomalea rufa 100% aragonite
ME00-40-s-5-XRD Bivalvia Mesodesma donacium 100% aragonite
M E00-11-s-9-XR D Bivalvia Choromytilus chorus 100% aragonite
ME00-22-s-7-XRD Gastropoda Tegula Atra 51.4% aragonite 48.6% calcite
ME00-6-s-11 Bivalvia Trachycardium procerum 100% aragonite

Notes:
Instrument specifications: Siemens Model D-500 Diffractometer
30 mA, 40 kV, Copper target, Scintillation counter at 964 volts, Graphite
monochromator filter, 1 degree diffractometer slit, 0.15 degrees detector slit

Each XRD sample was taken from one individual, speciated shell. Percentage
relative abundance is estimated by the ratio of aragonite/calcite peak height,
corrected for detector response 2.09 times for calcite by volume.
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E.3. Shell leaching experiment total chlorine data

Table E.3

Total Cl Leaching Experiment Part 1
Date	 mean	 stdev

	
CoV%

ME00-24-s-7-unleached 252.5 23.7 9.4 3
ME00-9-s-9-unleached 172.2 19.3 11.2 3
ME00-24-s-7-.25 -1mm 204.0 27.8 13.6 4
ME00-9-s-9-.25-1mm 164.3 8.0 4.9 2
ME00-24-s-7-<.25mm 180.0 22.3 12.4 4
ME00-9-s-9-<.25mm 151.0 21.4 14.1 3
ME00-24-s-7-10minpwdr 36.5 4.4 12.0 4
ME00-9-s-9-10minpwdr 101.7 6.0 5.9 4
ME00-24-s-7-20minpwdr 15.6 5.2 33.4 4
ME00-9-s-9-20minpwdr 85.2 3.4 4.0 2

Total Cl Leaching Experiment Part 2
Date mean stdev CoV°/0 # runs
ME00-3-s-11 unleached 306.9 6.2 2.0 2
ME00-35-s- 1 3+unleached 495.3 18.6 3.8 4
1V1E00-37-s-5 unleached 380.5 7.6 2.0 4
ME00-3-s-11 .25-1mEn 253.7 14.1 5.6 2
ME00-35-s-13+.25-1mm 473.9 23.2 4.9 2
ME00-37-s-5 .25-1mm 319.3 5.6 1.8 2
ME00-3-s-11 <.25mm 194.3 15.3 7.9 3
ME00-35-s-13+<.25mm 424.4 18.0 4.2 2
ME00-37-s-5 <.25mm 255.9 8.2 3.2 2
ME00-3-s-11 lOrninpwdr 94.1 15.6 16.5 2
ME00-35-s- 1 3+10minpwdr 240.4 0.8 0.3 2
ME00-37-s-5 10minpwdr 163.1 16.6 10.2 2
ME00-3-s-11 20minpwdr 63.8 4.7 7.3 2
ME00-35-s- 1 3+20minpwdr 121.7 30.5 25.1 2
ME00-37-s-5 20minpwdr 128.6 47.1 36.6 2
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E.4. Shell leaching experiment stage 1 data

Table E.4 Input (top) and output (bottom) error propagation data
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E.5. Shell leaching experiment stage 2 data
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E.6. Major element data for carbonates and silicates
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E.7. Gravel and cobble sample total chlorine data
Table E.7

Sample 5.28.00 16.6.00 16.21.00 16.22.00 1mean istdev. 1CoV% 1# runs
ME00-2-11 1911.0 1716.50 1781.5 1768.4 1794.3 82.7 4.6 4
ME00-5-11 1774.6 1520.2 1589.6 1567.3 1612.9 111.6 6.9 4
ME00-8-11 557.7 485.8 493.0 512.2 39.6 7.7 3
ME00-14-9 2373.9 2059.8 2125.9 2075.3 2158.7 146.2 6.8 4
ME00-18 209.0 185.1 195.1 196.4 12.0 6.1 3
ME00-21-7 7421.2 6117.5 6151.4 6470.4 6540.1 608.5 9.3 4
ME00-23-7 5378.4 4517.7 4381.5 4482.1 4689.9 462.6 9.9 4
ME00-25-7 9722.5 8095.0 8021.0 8186.0 8506.1 813.7 9.6 4
ME00-28-7 7708.0 6447.3 6304.9 6421.7 6720.5 661.3 9.8 4
ME00-31-9 4878.2 5252.5 5276.8 5360.5 5192.0 214.3 4.1 4
ME00-33-11 99.2 99.8 106.8 101.9 4.2 4.1 3
ME00-34-13 481.4 448.5 456.6 462.2 17.1 3.7 3
ME00-36-13+ 588.7 547.3 569.4 568.5 20.7 3.6 3
ME00-39-5 361.4 352.1 367.5 360.3 7.8 2.2 3
ME00-41-7 2069.9 1871.5 1964.3 1951.6 1964.3 81.5 4.2 4
ME00-43-7 482.9 444.0 465.3 464.1 19.5 4.2 3
ME00-47-9 482.3 439.5 463.3 461.7 21.5 4.6 3
ME00-50-9 415.1 384.3 394.5 398.0 15.7 3.9 3

E.8. Exposure age plots of boulder and cobble samples (Figure E.8)
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E.9. AMS Data

E.9.1. Carbonate spike experiment AMS data

X00-1927,5A	 36C1 US1D=HL96-34-E1	 S/S= 62.0+0.8 1.3% NR/S=	 376+18 4. 8%RLC YCL
DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S7S--% NR/S ER	 %

JU2613	 30-SEP-2000	 2 2696 9E3	 4.89	 6.00 61.9+7-1.5 374.1+7-24.4	 6.5%
JU2613	 30-SEP-2000	 2 2696 9E3	 4.89	 6.00 61.9+/-1.5374.1+/-24.4 	 6.5%
3132638	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 2083	 9E3	 10.2	 6.00 62.1+7-2.9 379.1+7-27.4	 7.2%

X00-1929,5A	 36C1 USID=HL96-34-E3	 S/S= 19.86+0.25 1.3% NR/S= 1433+52 3.6%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S7S--% NR/S--ER---%
JU2539	 30-SEP-2000	 2 7240 5E3	 8.00	 6.00 20.0+7-2.0 1351+7-91.8	 6.8%
3132562	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 21E3	 5E3	 4.93	 6.00 19.9+7-2.3 1497+7-106.	 7.1%
JU2582 30-SEP-2000	 2 2421 5E3	 8.47 19.7+7-2.2 1459+7-79.9	 5.5%

X00-1928,5A	 36c1 uSID=HL96-34 -E2 	 S/S= 33.66+0.54 1.6% NR/S=	 831+38 4.6%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
JU2536 30-SEP-2000	 2	 9084 7E3	 8.00	 6.00 33.4+7-2.2 796.4+7-53.1	 6.7%
3132559	 30-sEP-2000	 2	 4081 7E3 4.93	 6.00 34.0+7-2.4 867.2+7-53.5	 6.2%

E.9.2. Silicate spike experiment AMS data

TO1-0440,5A	 36c1 uSID=CH96-6-E1 S/S=	 11.4+0.6 5.3% NR/S= 1230+60 4.9%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 S1 mBKG =KG	 S/S--% NF/S--ER---%
KC7595 28-APR-2001	 3	 1788 955. 4.67	 2.00	 12.0+7-2.1 1271+7-82.1	 6.5%
KC7625 28-APR-200i	 3 1237 851. 2.50	 2.00	 10.8+7-2.3 1161+7-98.7	 8.5%

TO1-0441,5A	 36C1 uSID=CH96-6-E2 S7S=	 19.05+0.27 1.4% NR/S=	 781+31 4.0%
PLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC7606 28-APR-2001	 3	 429.	 726. 4.67	 2.00	 19.0+7-1.7 800.1+7-61.7	 7.7%
KC7633 28-APR-2001	 3	 1088 581. 2.50	 2.00	 19.1+7-2.6 774.7+7-36.2	 4.7%

TO1-0442,5A	 36C1 USID=CH96-6-E3 S/S=	 29.6+0.8 2.7% NF/s=	 436+21 4.8%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC7603 28-APR-2001	 1 1963 234. 4.67	 2.00	 31.3+7-6.1 414.9+7-41.6	 10.%
KC7641 28-APR-2001	 3	 1336 337. 2.50	 2.00	 29.2+7-2.9 442.5+7-24.2	 5.5%

E.9.3. Shell leaching experiment part I AMS data

X00-1918,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-24 57-1	 S7S= 14.00+0.19 1.4% NR/S=	 272+10 3.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si mBKG DBKG S7S--% NR/S--ER---%
Ju2818	 1-OCT-2000 2	 5038	 8E3	 8.29	 6.00 14.2+7-1.3 274.2+7-17.7	 6.5%
3132837	 1-OCT-2000 2	 3180	 8E3	 5.21	 6.00 15.1+7-7.8 271.8+7-23.0	 8.5%
3112859	 2-OCT-2000 2	 3143	 7E3	 10.0	 6.00 12.5+7-3.4 258.4+7-18.5	 7.2%
302881	 2-OCT-2000 2	 2373	 7E3	 5.84	 6.00 15.3+7-4.5 284.2+7-20.2	 7.1%

x00-1919,5A	 36C1 USID=mE00-24S7-2	 S/S= 15.31+0.13 .85% NR/S=	 315+11 3.5%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S7S--% NR/S--ER---%
JU2812	 1-OCT-2000 2	 6555	 8E3	 8.29	 6.00 14.0+7-1.8 331.8+7-21.9	 6.6%
Ju2853	 2-OCT-2000 2	 3211 7E3	 10.0	 6.00 14.6+7-5.4 329.4+7-21.6	 6.6%
JU2875	 2-OCT-2000 2	 1944 7E3	 5.84	 6.00 14.8+7-5.8 294.5+7-19.5	 6.6%
JU2897	 2-OCT-2000 2	 1401	 6E3	 4.33	 6.00 15.5+7-.56 309.3+7-22.9	 7.4%

x00-1920,5A	 36C1 USID=mE00-24S7-3	 S/S= 16.20+0.09 .56% NR/S=	 346+10 2.9%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
Ju2809	 1-OCT-2000 2	 3459	 8E3	 8.29	 6.00 15.8+7-5.4 381.1+7-25.1	 6.6%
302829	 1-OCT-2000 2	 2917	 9E3	 5.21	 6.00 14.1+7-6.0 344.1+7-21.9	 6.4%
3132850	 2-OCT-2000 2	 3004	 8E3	 10.0	 6.00 15.9+7-5.5 315.9+7-22.3	 7.1%
J02872	 2-OCT-2000 2	 2493	 7E3	 5.84	 6.00 15.2+ 7-10. 337.4+7-22.6	 6.7%
Ju2894	 2-OCT-2000 2	 2701 7E3	 4.33	 6.00 16.2+7-.54 362.5+7-23.5	 6.5%
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X00-1921,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-2457-4	 S/S=	 55.6+0.6
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 S1 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--%
J132768	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 794.	 8E3	 1.81	 6.00	 54.3+/-1.3
JU2791	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 942.	 9E3	 8.37	 6.00	 55.2+/-1.5
JU2797	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 532.	 9E3	 8.37	 6.00	 58.2+/-1.5

1.1% NR/S=	 239+10
NR/S	 ER	 %

240.9+/-16.9	 7.0%
236.7+/-17.9	 7.6%
239.6+/-15.9	 6.6%

4.2%

X00-1922,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-24S7-5	 S/S= 64.57+0.52 .81% NR/S= 10.2+3.4 33.%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 SIS--% NR/S	 ER	 %
JU2608	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 10E3	 7E3	 4.89	 6.00	 62.5+/-1.2 12.39+/-11.3	 91.%
3132630	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 17E3	 8E3	 10.2	 6.00	 64.7+/-3.5 4.641+/-9.32	 201%
JU2636	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 14E3	 7E3	 10.2	 6.00	 68.9+/-3.9 5.458+7-15.4	 282%
302641	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 12E3	 7E3	 10.2	 6.00	 68.6+/-2.8 7.445+7-11.8	 159%
JU2646	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 10E3	 7E3	 10.2	 6.00	 68.9+/-4.0 17.40+7-11.9	 68.%
3132651	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 9505 7E3	 10.2	 6.00	 68.8+/-3.1 21.07+/-13.3	 63.%
JU2656	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 7907 7E3	 10.2	 6.00	 65.0+/-4.0 9.085+/-12.2	 135%
3132661	 30-SEP-2000	 1	 8183	 6E3	 10.2	 6.00	 68.0+/-3.7 14.63+7-13.5	 92.%
JU2666	 30-SEP-2000	 1 7717	 6E3	 10.2	 6.00	 69.3+/-3.4 4.470+/-10.5	 234%
702670	 30 -SEP-2000	 1 7264	 6E3	 7.44	 6.00	 72.2+/-4.8 2.995+7-12.8	 427%
JU2840	 1-OCT-2000	 1	 8872 5E3	 5.21	 6.00	 59.1+/-4.2 5.558+/ -14.5	 262%
3132862	 2-OCT-2000	 1	 5885	 5E3	 10.0	 6.00	 60.0+/-4.0 15.90+/-11.5	 73.%
JU2884	 2-OCT-2000	 1	 5164 4E3	 5.84	 6.00	 66.7+/-10. 16.25+/-13.4	 82.%

X00-1923,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-24 57-6	 S/S= 3.172+.015 .47% NR/S=	 90+7 7.8%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 S1 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
3132602	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 4822	 6E3	 4.89	 6.00	 3.18+/-1.0 86.00+/-12.2	 14.%
3U2624	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 5413	 6E3	 10.2	 6.00	 3.22+/-.97 86.96+/-11.8	 14.%
JU2648 30-SEP-2000 	 2	 5725	 6E3	 10.2	 6.00	 3.15+/-.65 99.79+/-14.7	 15.%

X00-1924,5A	 36 01 USID=ME00-24S7-7	 S/S= 3.227+.016 0.5% NR/S=	 248+8 3.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG NR/S--ER---%
JU2610	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 3436 5E3	 4.89	 6.00	 3.15+/-.99 272.0+/-21.9	 8.1%
3132633	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 4137	 5E3	 10.2	 6.00	 3.22+/-1.2 281.4+/-20.7	 7.4%
3132658	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 8427	 5E3	 10.2	 6.00	 3.37+/-1.1 267.1+/-30.5	 11.%
302821	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 13E3	 5E3	 8.29	 6.00	 3.24+/-1.3 229.3+/-26.6	 12.%
J132842	 2-OCT-2000	 2	 4337	 4E3	 5.21	 6.00	 3.26+/-1.5 235.8+7-21.8	 9.2%
3132864	 2-OCT-2000	 2	 4041 3E3	 10.0	 6.00	 3.07+/-1.4 230.8+/-20.1	 8.7%
3132886	 2-OCT-2000	 2 2893	 3E3	 5.84	 6.00	 3.45+/-2.0 228.1+/-19.5	 8.6%

X00-1925,5A	 3601 USID=ME00-24S7-8	 S/S= 3.204+.012 .37% NR/S=	 532+24 4.5%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S -ER	 %
702765	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 3519 7E3	 1.81	 6.00 3.16+/-1.7 552.3+7-34.6	 6.3%
JU2788	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 2575 7E3	 8.37	 6.00	 3.21+/-.38 513.0+/-33.2	 6.5%

X00-1926,5A	 36C1 3JSID=ME00-24S7-9	 S/S= 3.243+.024 .74% NR/S= 1470+60 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S -ER	 %
J132599	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 4847 2E3	 4.89	 6.00	 3.31+/-6.1 1456+/-78.8	 5.4%
3132621	 30-SEP-2000	 2	 5979 2E3	 10.2	 6.00	 3.24+7-.75 1498+7-99.1	 6.6%

T01-0439,5A	 36C1 3JSID=ME0024s7-10 	 S/S= 37.43+0.48 1.3% NR/S=	 735+30 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S -ER	 %
KC7591 28-APR-2001	 3	 918.	 290.	 4.67	 2.00	 38.8+/-2.8 749.2+/-35.6	 4.8%
KC7621 28-APR-2001	 3	 1153	 218.	 2.50	 2.00	 37.3+7-1.0 700.1+ 7-55.3	 7.9%

X00-1909,5A	 3601 USID=ME00-9S9-1 	 S/S= 13.36+.035 .26% NR/S=	 599+25 4.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DEKG	 S/S--% NR/S	 ER	 %
JU2762	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 5431 8E3	 1.81	 6.00	 13.3+/-.27 614.9+/-34.3	 5.6%
JU2785	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 4301	 8E3	 8.37	 6.00	 13.5+/-.89 580.3+/-36.3	 6.3%

X00-1910,5A	 36 01 USID=ME00-9S9-2	 S/S= 16.75+0.32 1.9% NR/S=	 541+22 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 51 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S	 ER	 %
JU2756	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 3071 8E3	 1.81	 6.00 17.0+/-.91 556.8+7-31.0	 5.6%
JU2779	 1-OCT-2000	 2 1093	 8E3	 8.37	 6.00	 15.8+/-2.0 523.7+7-32.1	 6.1%

X00-1911,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-9 59-3	 S/S= 19.26+0.24 1.2% NR/S=	 483+20 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
3132753	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 3751 9E3	 1.81	 6.00	 19.8+7-0.8 500.5+7-28.8	 5.8%
JU2776	 1-OCT-2000	 2 3317 9E3	 8.37	 6.00 19.1+/-0.5 467.0+/-27.8	 6.0%

X00-1912,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-9S9-4	 S/S= 19.90+0.17 .85% NR/S=	 583+25 4.3%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
JU2703	 1-OCT-2000	 2 11E3	 9E3	 2.88	 6.00 20.2+/-.69 560.0+/-37.0	 6.6%
JU2725	 1-OCT-2000	 2	 6709 9E3	 3.61	 6.00 19.7+/-.53 602.8+/-34.4	 5.7%

X00-1913,5A	 3601 USID=ME00-9S9-5 	 S/S= 25.17+0.14 .56% NR/S=	 568+23 4.0%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG NR/S	 ER	 %



3132700 1-OCT-2000 2 7963 9E3 2.88 6.00 25.2+/-.57 545.8+/-31.4 5.8%
J1J2722 1-OCT-2000 2 3165 9E3 3.61 6.00 24.6+/-2.4 595.3+/-34.7 5.8%
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X00-1914,5A 36C1 USID=ME00-9S9-6
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF Si MBKG
3132697 1-OCT-2000 2 6020 6E3 2.88
3132719 1-OCT-2000 2 3238 5E3 3.61
JU2733 1-OCT-2000 2 2226 5E3 8.35
JU2738 1-OCT-2000 1 3076 5E3 8.18

S/S= 3.184+.009 .28% NR/S= 192+10
DBKG	 S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
6.00 3.20+/-.65 171.5+1-16.1 9.4%
6.00 3.16+7-.43 195.0+/-17.2 8.8%
6.00 3.20+ 1 -.54 217.4+/-24.6 11.%
6.00 3.23+/-2.3 211.0+/-28.2 13.%

5.2%

4.3%S/S=
DBKG
6.00
6.00
6.00

S/S=
DBKG
6.00
6.00

S/S=
DBKG
6.00
6.00

X00-1915,5A 36C1 USID=ME00-9S9-7
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF 51 MBKG
JU2551 30-SEP-2000 2 4938 6E3 8.00
JU2574 30-SEP-2000 2 17E3 6E3 4.93
JU2587 30-SEP-2000 2 7436 5E3 8.47

X00-1916,5A 36C1 USID=ME00-9 5 9-8
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF 51 MBKG
JU2545 30-SEP-2000 2 2610 3E3 8.00
JU2568 30-SEP-2000 2 1559 3E3 4.93

X00-1917,5A 36C1 USID=ME00-9 5 9-9
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF Si MBKG
JU2548 30-SEP-2000 2 9823 7E3 8.00
3132571 30-SEP-2000 2 4367 7E3 4.93

3.197+.025
S/S--%

3.17+/-1.8
3.21+/-.91
3.14+/-4.0

3.184+.011
S/S--%

3.17+/-.46
3.20+/-.58

3.172+.011
S/S--%

3.17+/-.37
3.20+/-.82

.78% NR/S= 443+19
NR/S--ER---%

419.4+/-33.0 7.9%
446.8+ 7 -32.8 7.3%
459.7+ 7 -31.2 6.8%

.35% NR/S= 856+40	 4.7%
NR/S--ER---%

843.6+ 7 -54.8 6.5%
870.8+/-59.6 6.8%

.35% NR/S= 728+35
	

4.8%
NR/S--ER---%

701.8+ 7 -48.2 6.9%
757.0+ 7 -49.9 6.6%

E.9.4. Shell leaching experiment part 2 AMS data

T 01-0424,5A 36C1 USID=ME003s11-1	 S/S= 9.82+0.13 1.3% NR/S= 462+17
	

3.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF 51 MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S ER %
KC3095 19-APR-2001 3 2332 1199 2.33 2.00 10.1+/-1.9 454.3+7-33.9 7.5%
KC3131 19-APR-2001 3 1531 1250 1.53 2.00 9.95+7-.81 459.8+7-27.1 5.9%
KC3162 19-APR-2001 3 2106 1248 4.91 2.00 9.61+/-.87 472.7+ 7 -31.0 6.6%

T 0 1-0425,5A 36C1 USID=ME003s11-2	 S/S= 10.49+0.11 1.0% NR/S= 584+18
	

3.1%
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF S1 MBKG DBKG S/S--% NR/S --ER---%
KC2941 19-APR-2001 3 1818 1116 2.03 2.00 10.8+7-2.8 640.8+/-55.6 8.7%
KC2972 19-APR-2001 3 1420 1068 8.97 2.00 10.5+ 7 -2.1 565.3+ 7 -27.8 4.9%
KC3013 19-APR-2001 3 1196 1140 6.49 2.00 10.3+ 7 -2.3 578.5+/-46.6 8.1%
KC3044 19-APR-2001 3 984. 1087 6.59 2.00 10.5+ 7 -1.5 590.9+ 7 -31.4 5.3%

T 0 1-0426,5A 36C1 USID=ME003s11-3	 S/S= 10.24+0.15 1.5% NR/S= 531+16
	

3.0%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF S1 MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
KC2961 19-APR-2001 3 1050 1089 2.03 2.00 10.2+/-.87 492.9+ 7 -33.5 6.8%
KC3002 19-APR-2001 3 1294 1143 8.97 2.00 10.4+ 7 -2.2 553.7+ 7 -26.2 4.7%
KC3033 19-APR-2001 3 1581 1195 6.49 2.00 9.92+ 7 -1.1 568.9+ 7 -36.5 6.4%
KC3064 19-APR-2001 3 1268 1091 6.59 2.00 10.6+ 7 -1.1 512.6+/-26.5 5.2%

T 01-0427,5A 36C1 USID=ME003s11-4 S/S= 19.70+0.19
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF S1 MBKG DBKG S/S--%
KC2957 19-APR-2001 3 1004 624. 2.03 2.00 19.5+1-.89
KC2996 19-APR-2001 3 992. 597. 8.97 2.00 19.6+ 7 -2.2
KC3029 19-APR-2001 3 1040 480. 6.49 2.00 19.4+/-.94
KC3060 19-APR-2001 3 1062 404. 6.59 2.00 20.2+/-.85

96% NR/S= 517+19
NR/S- ER %

492.3+/-32.9 6.7%
551.8+/-24.1 4.4%
541.2+ 7 -34.1 6.3%
475.8+ 7 -26.5 5.6%

3.7%

MBKG
23.1
6.16
16.5
4.20
.962
7.71
4.01
7.64

T0 1-0428,5A 36C1 USID=ME003s11-5
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF 51
KC2689 18-APR-2001 3 680. 376.
KC2720 18-APR-2001 3 544. 335.
KC2751 19-APR-2001 3 564. 320.
KC2782 19-APR-2001 3 566. 321.
KC2813 19-APR-2001 3 603. 308.
KC2844 19-APR-2001 3 639. 302.
KC2875 19-APR-2001 3 674. 272.
KC2906 19-APR-2001 3 699. 271.

S/S= 22.76+0.15
DBKG S/S--%
2.00 21.8+ 7 -1.8
2.00 22.8+/-1.4
2.00 22.8+ 7 -1.2
2.00 22.8+ 7 -1.1
2.00 22.3+ 7 -1.9
2.00 23.2+ 7 -1.5
2.00 23.4+ 7 -1.8
2.00 23.7+ 7 -6.7

.66% NR/S= 534+13 2.4%
NR/S- ER %

526.2+ 7 -39.5 7.5%
525.2+ 7 -38.2 7.3%
519.1+/-31.4 6.1%
527.1+ 7 -44.3 8.4%
585.6+ 7 -40.1 6.8%
499.8+ 7 -31.8 6.4%
570.1+ 7 -36.5 6.4%
544.1+ 7 -44.2 8.1%

T 01-0429,5A 36C1 USID=ME0035s13-1 S/S= 7.043+0.04 .57% NR/S= 592+14 2.4%
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF Si MBKG DBKG S/S--% NR/S ER %
KC3087 19-APR-2001 3 972. 1423 2.33 2.00 7.07+/-1.2 591.2+ 7 -42.6 7.2%
KC3118 19-APR-2001 1 695. 1547 1.53 2.00 6.97+/-1.5 590.1+ 7 -39.4 6.7%
KC3123 19-APR-2001 3 689. 1612 1.53 2.00 7.00+ 7 -1.3 604.6+ 7 -27.0 4.5%
KC3154 19-APR-2001 3 486. 1574 4.91 2.00 7.07+/-1.0 635.3+/-32.6 5.1%



KC3185 19-APR-2001

T01-0430,5A	 36C1
RLCYCL	 DATE
KC2681 18-APR-2001
KC2712 18-APR-2001
KC2743 19-APR-2001
KC2774 19-APR-2001
KC2805 19-APR-2001
KC2836 19-APR-2001
KC2867 19-APR-2001
KC2898 19-APR-2001

3	 543.	 1626	 3.84	 2.00	 7.08+7-1.5

USID=ME0035s13-2	 S/S= 7.254+.046
	NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S7S--%

3	 674.	 1227	 23.1	 2.00	 7.49+7-1.3
3	 331.	 1005	 6.16	 2.00	 7.33+7-1.4
3	 288.	 950.	 16.5	 2.00	 7.24+7-.88
3	 331.	 902.	 4.20	 2.00	 7.34+7-1.2
3	 173.	 833.	 .962	 2.00	 7.20+7-1.9
3	 144.	 808.	 7.71	 2.00	 7.19+7-1.6
3	 147.	 818.	 4.01	 2.00	 7.09+7-1.0
3	 133.	 802.	 7.64	 2.00	 7.32+7-6.7

558.7+7-24.1	 4.3%

.63% NR/S=	 610+24
NR/S- ER	 %

633.7+7-35.3	 5.6%
627.7+ 1-43.2	 6.9%
610.4+7-32.8	 5.4%
630.8+7-44.3	 7.0%
633.1+7-36.3	 5.7%
600.7+7-33.4	 5.6%
172.3+7-100.	 58.%
593.3+7-51.1	 8.6%

3.9%

T01-0431,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0035s13-3	 S/S= 7.195+.043 0.6% NR/S=	 654+15 2.3%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S	 ER	 %
KC2673 18-APR-2001 3	 1204	 1191	 23.1	 2.00	 7-37+7-.94 628.1+7-35.3	 5.6%
KC2704 18-APR-2001 3	 861.	 986.	 6.16	 2.00	 6.99+7-3.1 692.0+7-56.7	 8.2%
KC2735 18-APR-2001 3	 740.	 884.	 16.5	 2.00	 7.07+7-2.2 701.3+7-47.1	 6.7%
KC2766 19-APR-2001 3	 673.	 850.	 4.20	 2.00	 7.24+7-1.1 663.7+7-42.2	 6.4%
KC2797 19-APR-2001 3	 538.	 815.	 .962	 2.00	 7.10+7-.75 678.4+7-48.9	 7.2%
KC2828 19-APR-2001 3	 557.	 835.	 7.71	 2.00	 7.26+7-1.8 634.0+7-42.3	 6.7%
KC2859 19-APR-2001 3	 492.	 761.	 4.01	 2.00	 7.03+7-1.4 647.2+7-39.9	 6.2%
KC2890 19-APR-2001 3	 445.	 778.	 7.64	 2.00	 7.24+7-.85 631.9+7-39.3	 6.2%

T01-0432,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0035s13-4	 S/S=	 9.74+0.08 82% NR/S=	 647+16 2.5%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG NR/S--ER---%
KC2669 18-APR-2001 3	 2173	 958.	 23.1	 2.00	 9.69+7-1.2 611.8+7-44.3	 7.2%
KC2700 18-APR-2001 3	 1090	 751.	 6.16	 2.00	 9.71+7-3.0 687.4+7-59.8	 8.7%
KC2731 18-APR-2001 3	 716.	 728.	 16.5	 2.00	 9.57+7-2.3 608.6+7-41.3	 6.8%
KC2762 19-APR-2001 3	 620.	 699.	 4.20	 2.00	 10.1+7-.89 736.3+7-54.6	 7.4%
KC2793 19-APR-2001 3	 612.	 653.	 .962	 2.00	 9.62+7-.75 683.1+7-47.7	 7.0%
KC2824 19-APR-2001 3	 351.	 654.	 7.71	 2.00	 9.78+7-.91 647.3+7-42.2	 6.5%
KC2855 19-APR-2001 3	 322.	 631.	 4.01	 2.00	 9.43+7-1.5 623.0+7-44.7	 7.2%
KC2886 19-APR-2001 3	 287.	 586.	 7.64	 2.00	 9.66+7-1.2 641.9+7-37.6	 5.9%

T01-0433,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0035s13-5	 S/S= 10.19+.052 .51% NR/S=	 738+19 2.6%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S	 ER	 %
KC2953 19-APR-2001 3	 1442	 1115	 2.03	 2.00	 10.2+7-.81 730.3+7-47.7	 6.5%
KC2992 19-APR-2001 3	 1510	 1129	 8.97	 2.00	 10.1+7-2.2 754.1+7-35.6	 4.7%
KC3025 19-APR-2001 3	 1194	 1137	 6.49	 2.00	 10.1+7-1.1 724.1+7-43.2	 6.0%
KC3056 19-APR-2001 3	 970.	 1165	 6.59	 2.00	 10.2+7-.89 736.4+7-30.9	 4.2%

T01-0434,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0037s5-1	 S/S=	 9.45+0.09 .95% NR/S=	 104+7 6.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC2356 18-APR-2001 3	 2446	 1165	 7.55	 2.00	 9.33+/-.86 87.40+/ -23.026.%
KC2387 18-APR-2001 3	 1477	 1138	 7.63	 2.00	 9.71+7-.86 107.9+7-13.8	 13.%
KC2418 18-APR-2001 3	 1259	 1179	 3.37	 2.00	 9.48+7-1.2 99.52+7-10.1	 10.%
KC2459 18-APR-2001 3	 1283	 1173	 5.70	 2.00	 9.35+7-.78 114.1+7-12.5	 11.%

T01-0435,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0037s5 -2	 S/S= 9.037+.048 .53% NR/S=	 115+10 8.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S7S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC2352 18-APR-2001 3	 4332	 1164	 7.55	 2.00	 9.13+7-.85 94.73+7-50.6	 53.%
KC2383 18-APR-2001 3	 2988	 1236	 7.63	 2.00	 9.08+7-.89 149.2+7-33.0	 22.%
KC2414 18-APR-2001 3	 2166	 1213	 3.37	 2.00	 9.23+7-1.2 103.6+7-18.1	 18.%
KC2455 18-APR-2001 3	 2309	 1299	 5.70	 2.00	 8.94+7-.76 114.3+7-19.0	 17.%
KC2478 18-APR-2001 3	 4405	 1307	 11.2	 2.00	 8.97+7-.75 119.6+7-20.8	 17.%

T01-0436,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0037s5-3	 S/S= 9.725+.052 53% NR/S=	 142+6 4.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC2348 18-APR-2001 3	 1453	 1023	 7.55	 2.00	 9.89+7-1.2 130.3+7-14.2	 11.%
KC2379 18-APR-2001 3	 790.	 1134	 7.63	 2.00	 9.78+/-.72 157.5+7-13.0	 8.3%
KC2410 18-APR-2001 3	 584.	 1142	 3.37	 2.00	 9.60+7-1.2 142.2+7-11.0	 7.8%
KC2451 18-APR-2001 3	 1641 1185	 5.70	 2.00	 9.66+7-.74 137.3+7-12.0	 8.7%

T01-0437,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0037s5-4	 S/S= 12.40+0.08 .65% NR/S=	 149+10 6.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% N--ER---%
KC2340 18-APR-2001 3	 743.	 851.	 7.55	 2.00	 12.2+7-1.6 122.8+7-13.9	 11.%
KC2371 18-APR-2001 3	 496.	 876.	 7.63	 2.00	 12.6+7-1.2 150.0+7-11.1	 7.4%
KC2402 18-APR-2001 3	 505.	 910.	 3.37	 2.00	 12.3+7-.95 142.3+7-12.1	 8.5%
KC2443 18-APR-2001 3	 602.	 923.	 5.70	 2.00	 12.5+7-1.0 171.0+7-11.5	 6.7%

T01-0438,5A	 36C1 USID=ME0037s5-5	 S/S= 16.80+0.20 1.2% NR/S=	 137+6 4.4%
RLCYCL	 DATE NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG	 S/S--% NR/S--ER---%
KC3083 19-APR-2001 3	 486.	 698.	 2.33	 2.00	 16.9+7-1.9 137.3+7-12.5	 9.1%
KC3114 19-APR-2001 3	 586.	 749.	 1.53	 2.00	 16.0+7-1.3 139.1+7-13.3	 9.5%
KC3150 19-APR-2001 3	 703.	 734.	 4.91	 2.00	 17.0+7-1.1 139.9+7-15.9	 11.%
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KC3181 19-APR-2001 3 667. 718. 3.84 2.00 17.0+/-.75 134.1+ 1-9.87 7.4%

E.9.5. Boulder and cobble sample AMS data

T00-1930,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-2-11	 S/S=
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG
3131206	 22-SEP-2000	 2	 2011 7E3	 5.51	 6.00
JU1232	 22-SEP-2000	 2	 1685 8E3	 4.46	 6.00

T00-1931,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-5-11	 S/S=

Not measured	 NR/S=	 713+30
S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%

+/-	 745.9+/-41.2	 5.5%
+/-	 679.1+/-42.3	 6.2%

Not measured	 NR/S=	 763+38

4.2%

5.0%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S	 ER	 %
JU1203	 22-SEP-2000	 2	 4563	 8E3	 5.51	 6.00 +/-	 829.6+/-60.9	 7.3%
0151229	 22-SEP-2000	 2	 2769	 8E3	 4.46	 6.00 +/-	 722.2+/-47.9	 6.6%

T00-1932,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-8-11	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 365+18 4.9%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
3151200 22-SEP-2000 	 2 3722	 8E3	 5.51	 6.00 +/-	 361.2+/-25.2	 7.0%
JU1226 22-SEP-2000	 2 2499 8E3	 4.46	 6.00 +/-	 368.7+/-24.7	 6.7%

T00-1933,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-14-9	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 690+33 4.8%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 S1 MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S	 ER	 -%
DU 944 21-SEP-2000	 2 4768 7E3 2.67	 6.00 +/-	 660.0+/-54.4	 8.2%
JU 967	 21-SEP-2000	 2 2046 7E3	 6.12	 6.00 +/-	 707.0+/-41.2	 5.8%

T00-1934,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-18	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S= 35.8+5 5 15 . %
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S	 ER	 %
DU 941 21-SEP-2000	 2 2126 7E3	 2.67	 6.00 +/-	 37.30+/ -8.i822.%
JU 964 21-SEP-2000	 2 1555 7E3	 6.12	 6.00 +/-	 34.64+/-7.37	 21.%

T00-1935,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-21-7	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 407+17 4.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S	 ER	 %
JU 938 21-SEP-2000	 2	 12E3 7E3	 2.67	 6.00 +/-	 385.4+/-32.9	 8.5%
DU 961 21-SEP-2000	 2	 6204 6E3	 6.12	 6.00 +/-	 409.9+/-31.0	 7.6%
JU 984 21-SEP-2000	 2 4648 6E3	 6.66	 6.00 +/-	 420.5+/-27.2	 6.5%

T00-1936,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-23 -7 	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 285+9 3.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1083 21-SEP-2000	 2 12E3 7E3	 6.81	 6.00 +/ -	 307.1+/-27.7	 9.0%
JU1106 21-SEP-2000	 2 7116 7E3	 7.99	 6.00 +/ -	 279.8+/-21.7	 7.7%
JU1129 22-SEP-2000	 2 5219 7E3	 9.42	 6.00 +/ -	 288.4+/-20.5	 7.1%
JU1152 22-SEP-2000	 2 4394 7E3 4.91 6.00 +/ -	 284.9+7-18.9	 6.6%
JU1175 22-SEP-2000	 2	 3369 7E3	 11.7	 6.00 +/-	 276.5+7-18.7	 6.8%

T00-1937,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-25-7	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 474+20 4.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1218 22-SEP-2000	 2 4471 8E3 5.51 6.00 +/-	 488.5+/-30.8	 6.3%
JU1244 22-SEP-2000	 2 2396 8E3 4.46 6.00 +/-	 464.7+/-25.3	 5.5%

T00-1938,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-28-7	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 353+16 4.5%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1215 22-SEP-2000	 2 8753 8E3 5.51 6.00 +/-	 353.7+/-26.0	 7.4%
JU1241 22-SEP-2000	 2 4858 8E3 4.46 6.00 +/-	 352.6+7-20.0	 5.7%

T00-1939,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-31-9	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 566+23 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S -ER	 %
JU1212	 22-SEP-2000	 2	 9596 7E3	 5.51	 6.00 +/-	 590.1+7-42.5	 7.2%
JU1238 22-SEP-2000	 2	 5046 8E3	 4.46	 6.00 +/-	 566.4+/-33.8	 6.0%
JU1250 22-SEP-2000	 1 4103 8E3 4.46 6.00 +/-	 540.6+7-44.0	 8.1%

T00-1940,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-33-11	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S= 1063+52 4.9%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1004 21-SEP-2000	 2 4865 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 1100+/-82.7	 7.5%
JU1026 21-SEP-2000	 2 3833 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 1039+/-66.1	 6.4%

T00-1941,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-34-13	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 870+38 4.4%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1007 21-SEP-2000	 2 1491 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 877.5+7-66.5	 7.6%
JU1029 21-SEP-2000	 2 1163 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 818.9+/-62.6	 7.6%
JU1051 21-SEP-2000	 2 1314 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 927.3+ 7-70.4	 7.6%

T00-1942,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-36-13+	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 772+32 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
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JU 998 21-SEP-2000	 2 15E3 6E3	 sml 6.00
JU1020 21-SEP-2000	 2 10E3 6E3	 sml 6.00
3131042	 21-SEP-2000	 2	 8612 7E3	 sml	 6.00

T00-1943,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-39-5	 S/S=

+/-	 697.7+/-69.4	 9.9%
+/-	 803.3+7-50.5	 6.3%
+/-	 781.0+ 7-52.8	 6.8%

Not measured	 NR/S=	 308+13 4.2%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG NR/S--ER---%
JU1048 21-SEP-2000	 2 41E3 7E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 284.9+/-30.0
JU1060 21-SEP-2000	 2 18E3 7E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 323.5+/-27.1	 8.4%
JU1065 21-SEP-2000	 2 14E3 7E3	 11.5	 6.00 +/-	 307.1+/-24.3	 7.9%
3111071 21-SEP-2000	 2 11E3 7E3	 11.5	 6.00 +/-	 312.4+/-25.4	 8.1%

T00-1944,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-41-7?	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 232+10 4.3%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG SIS--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU 932	 21-SEP-2000	 2 4753 7E3	 2.67	 6.00 +/-	 228.2+/-18.5	 8.1%
JU 955 21-SEP-2000	 2 2486 7E3	 6.12	 6.00 +/-	 229.0+/-16.6	 7.3%
JU 978 21-SEP-2000	 2 1675 7E3	 6.66 6.00 +/-	 237.6+ 7-18.0	 7.6%

T00-1945,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-43-7?	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 440+18 4.1%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
JU1010 21-SEP-2000	 2 873.	 6E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	460.1+7-35.87.8%
J1J1032 21-5EP-2000	 2 764.	 6E3	 sml	 6.00 +/-	 424.2+/-28.7	 6.8%
JU1054 21-SEP-2000	 2 724.	 7E3	 sml 6.00 +/-	 442.0+/-31.1	 7.0%

T00-1946,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-47-9	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 389+14 3.6%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S	 ER	 %
JU1098 21-SEP-2000	 2 24E3 7E3	 6.81	 6.00 +/-	 405.9+/-30.3	 7.5%
JU1121 22-SEP-2000	 2 20E3 7E3	 7.99	 6.00 +/-	 382.7+ 7-27.8	 7.3%
JU1144 22-SEP-2000	 2 21E3 7E3	 9.42	 6.00 +/-	 381.2+/-26.3	 6.9%
JU1167 22-SEP-2000	 2 18E3 7E3 4.91 6.00 +/-	 390.1+/-27.3	 7.0%

T00-1947,5A	 36C1 USID=ME00-50-9	 S/S= Not measured	 NR/S=	 140+8 5.7%
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si MBKG DBKG SIS--%	 NR/S	 ER	 %
JU 929 21-SEP-2000	 2 4532 7E3	 2.67	 6.00 +/-	 162.7+/-15.7	 9.6%
JU 952 21-SEP-2000	 2 3090 7E3	 6.12	 6.00 +/-	 132.1+/-12.9	 9.8%
JU 975 21-SEP-2000	 2 2552 7E3	 6.66	 6.00 +/-	 131.7+/-12.7	 9.6%

ANS data for spike abundance calculation
T00-2818,5A	 36C1 USID=Spike 4	 S/S= 29.0+1.1	 3.8% NR/S=	 0+1.9
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF	 Si	 MBKG DBKG NR/S--ER---%
KC4450 22-APR-2001	 3	 901.	 543.	 1.49 2.00 29.9+/-1.4	 +/-2.88
KC4483	 22-APR-2001	 3 795.	 657.	 5.72 2.00 27.7+/-1.8	 +/-2.59

T00-2817,5A 36C1 USID=Spike 3
	

S/S= 19.6+0.7 3.6% NR/S=	 0+1.9
RLCYCL	 DATE	 NC INTF Si MBKG DBKG S/S--% 	 NR/S ER %
KC4446 22-APR-2001 3 1574 820. 1.49 2.00 20.0+7-1.2 	 +/-3.17
KC4479 22-APR-2001 3 857. 1017 5.72 2.00 18.3+/-2.2 	 +7-2.28

T00-2816,5A 36C1 USID=Spike 2
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF Si
KC4442 22-APR-2001 3 964. 1432
KC4473 22-APR-2001 3 2885 1660

T00-2815,5A 36C1 USID=Spike 1
RLCYCL DATE NC INTF 51
KC4430 22-APR-2001 3 6552 4676
KC4461 22-APR-2001 3 2914 4512

S/S= 10.88+0.11 1.0% NR/S= 	 0+1.8
MBKG DBKG S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
1.49 2.00 10.9+7-1.1	 +/-2.81
5.72 2.00 10.9+7-3.7	 +1-2.41

S/S= 3.118+.021 67% NR/S= 0.8+2.7 338%
MBKG DBKG	 S/S--%	 NR/S--ER---%
1.49 2.00 3.13+/-.84 5.862+7-7.38 126%
5.72 2.00 3.10+/-1.1	 +7-2.91
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